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7. Storm Surges Generated by Extra-Tropical Cyclones - 
Case Studies 

7.1 North America 

Earlier we mentioned that there appears to have been a decrease in the frequency of tro- 
pical cyclones ('I'(-'s) during the second half of the 20'x' century. For the frequency of extra- 
tropical cyclones (FTCs) the opposite might be true as can be seen from Fig. 7.1. 
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Fig. 7.1: Frequency of winter storms in the Northern I lentisphere (1. AMüt: RT, 1995) 

Bout. and I IARI)1' (1997) made some interesting observations on the development of re- 
search in storm surge modelling (SSM). We quote a few sentences below from their work. 

"The storm surge phenomenon has long been characterised by a geographic divide. 
Surges tend to he associated either with mid-latitude storms or, often more disastrously with 
tropical cyclones. This divide has also extended, somewhat artificially into the modelling 
area. The efforts of various modelling groups are usually concentrated in one geographic 
region or the other. This separation of effort is reflected in recent research, in which many of 
the noteworthy developments have occurred in Europe, leading to the development of opera- 
tional mid-latitude operational storm surge warning systems. 

However, little corresponding development appears to have been supported in recent 
times for hurricane surge prediction. Presumably, this is a reflection of the magnitude and 
difficulty of the problem, but also of relative funding levels allocated for such purposes. A 
logical starting point is the review of 11t: Ars (1983), which concentrated on midlatitude storm 
surges. At that stage, European models have advanced to the point where NVIP (Numerical 
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Weather Prediction) models of National Meteorological Services were being coupled to 
storm surges models to provide routine operational storm surge forecasts. 

The foremost requirement for SSNI is an accurate wind field model and the divide bet- 

ween the midlatitude and tropical cases is most pronounced here. Midlatitude models take 
their wind (and pressure) fields from operational N\1'P models, which generally perform 
well. (Although exceptions arise, such as the great storm of 1987 in U. K. for which forecasts 
largely failed. 

7.1.1 Errors in the Specification of Wind Fields 

CARD( )NI-. et al. (1980) discussed errors in the techniques, which are generally in use for 
the specification of wind fields for FTC's. They make the important point that the accuracy 
of specifications of extrapolated marine surface winds is limited basically by the sparsity of 
observations of surface wind and sea-level pressure from ships rather than by intrinsic short- 
comings in the technique of analysis. I lowever, it should he noted that during these past two 
decades subsequent to 1980 when (: ARDONP. et al. (1980), published their paper, there is pro- 
gressively less reliance on ships for marine winds and more reliance on ocean buoys and re- 
mote sensing through satellites. 

According to these authors, three basic methods arc available for elaborating surface ma- 
rine wind fields in historical storms: (a) Use of parametric wind models (b) Objective analy- 
sis and (c) Direct Kinematic analysis. Parametric wind models have been successfully applied 
for tropical cyclones, but are not appropriate for the complex patterns of surface winds 
associated with FTC's. 

Objective analysis methods were developed in the 1960's to satisfy the need for fast pro- 
duction, in real time, of fields of meteorological variables on grids for use in numerical fore- 

cast models. Objective analysis schemes for surface marine wind fields usually include (1) an 
initial guess at the surface wind on a regular grid, (2) a method for automatically screening 
a collection of wind reports from ships to eliminate highly discrepant and presumably 
erroneous winds, and (3) a method for blending the ship reports into the initial guess. Such 

schemes usually exploit the relation between the surface marine wind and the local pressure 
gradient by calculating the initial-guess winds from a marine sea-level pressure field, which 
in turn derives from an objective analysis of surface pressure measurements on land and sea. 

(: utu(rst. (1969) described an objective analysis scheme that included the application of 
a model of the wind profile in the planetary boundary layer (pill. ) that related the surface 
marine wind velocity to the local pressure gradient, the air/sea temperature difference, and 
the atmospheric thermal advcction. Winds derived from the PBI. model, and reduced to a 
standard height of 19.5 in, are blended with winds from ship reports after the latter are ran- 
ked in order of presumed accuracy. 

Kinematic analysis is a tedious, time-consuming, entirely manual procedure that only 
experienced analysts can execute successfully. The basic steps involved are (I) plot all syn- 
optic ship reports on suitable meteorological base maps for the entire storm event, (2) stan- 
dardise wind measurements to 19.5 in, using a marine-wind-profile model for measured 
winds where the ship's anemometer height is on file, and using the Beaufort conversion pro- 

cedure described earlier for estimated winds, (3) identify and reject erroneous and unrepre- 

sentative reports so far as possible, (4) construct a continuity chart containing the "solution" 
for the storm event in terms of the movement of major discontinuities, singularities and other 
features of the surface wind field, and (5) construct streamlines and isotachs. 
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7.1.2 Great 1. akcs 

Several finite element models are now available which have been referred to in chapter 
three. I lore we will give a few more general references for the application of the impulse 

response method for storm surge computation, see Sm( )Ns and SCI II. R'17. I. R (1989). This me- 
thod will be successful for those situations where there is linear dynamics for storm surge 
generation. 

S(: iiw, fi (1982) showed that this method could be inverted to provide an estimate of 
l)verlake wind fields from observations of water level fluctuations around the shore of the 
lake. I RAx1RI IN (1987) provided a review of lake Erie storm surge computation techniques. 

SCI i' Ait and LYNN (1987) developed a simple computer program for estimating the ma- 
ximum and minimum storm surge amplitudes for the Great Lakes. The user has to provide a 
mean lakew"ater level, a wind speed and a wind direction. The program then lists maximum 
and minimum expected water level at several points on the shoreline of the selected area. The 

program covers the U. S. Shoreline only, (not Canadian) separately for the following water 
bodies: Lake Ontario, Central and Eastern Lake Erie, Western Lake Erie, Lake St. Clair, Lake 
I luron, Saginaw Bay, the Eastern Shore of Lake Michigan, the western shore of Lake Michi- 

gan, Green Bay and Lake Superior. 

7.1.3 East Coast of Canada 

I'ARKI S et al. (1997) discussed storm surge events in the Maritime (eastern) provinces of 
Canada. AMUK'IY et al. (1994) reviewed storm surges in Canadian waters. GRAY et al. (1984) 

used numerical models to simulate storm surges on the Nova Scotia Coast (Tale 7.1). Fig. 7.2 

shows the area of study. Here CMMC refers to the Canadian Meteorological Center Fig. 7.3 

shows the grid used in the numerical model. 

I g. 7?: Orientation of (: \1(: and stone , urge model grids showing the aria[ of 4x4 CMC grid points 
(dots), and the computational domain of the storm surge model (dashed line) (GRAN ct al., 1984) 
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Table 7.1: Comparison between computed and observed amplitudes (cm) and phases (deg. ) of the Si, 
tide (observed values taken from the Admiralty "I ide'läbles, except where indicated) ( GRAY et al., 1984) 

Grid Port Ob, crvcd Computed 
Numbcrs° Amp. I'hasc Amp. Phasc 

I Yarmouth 163 63 163 63 
2 Lower 1" :. Pubnico 127 39 134 38 
3 Sea Island 120 52 127 43 
4 (: lark I larbour 106 27 110 22 
5 Lockcport 70 359 71 357 

6 Liverpool 65 353 64 355 
7 l. uncnburg 60 353 64 354 

8 Boutilicr Point 64 352 66 353 
9 1lalifax 62 352 64 353 
10 JeddoreIlarbour 65 352 64 352 
11 Sheet I larbour 62 347 64 351 
12 Sonora 62 351 64 349 
13 Isaac's I larhour 56 352 65 348 
14 White I lead 54 347 63 347 
15 Canso I larbour 59 347 62 346 

16 Point Tupper 59 344 66 345 

17 Cannes 56 351 62 344 
I8 Louidbourg 50 344 52 344 

19 North Sydney 38 355 43 350 
20 Dingwall 27 11 32 354 
21 St. Paul Island 31 6 31 6 
22 Sable Island 52 352 57 350 
23 '1'1" 48 351 48 353 
24 1.2.23 49 350 50 354 
25 T21 '° 49 357 48 355 

* Sec Fig. 7.21 
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Fig. 7.3: Nova Scotia storm surge grid showing the coastline (solid line) and open - sea radiating 
boundary (dashed line). Numbers indicate the tidal stations listed in Table 7.1 (GRAY ct al., 1984) 

Fig. 7.4 shows the track of the Ground I log Day storm of February 1976. The sea-level 
pressure map for 2`1 February 1976 is shown in Fig. 7.5. Figs. 7.6 and 7.7 respectively show 
the wind stress computed on two grid spacings. 
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I it;. 7.4: ( )bcrn., l tta. {, and cntt. tl u"a-Ic%cl hte+uue, till, ut the Ium entct itunt (, \l I 
I I"cbruan (OC%J01) to 1200 GMT 4 Fcbruary (12 %/04) 1976 ((; KAI ct a1., I984) 

ö ý . ,. ý . 
Fig. 7.5: Sea-Ic%cl pressures (mb) at 1200 (SIT 2 Februars 1976 ((; R \1 ct a1., 1984) 
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I ig. 7.0: Wind , trc.. (l'alat I200(iM'I'2 I clit uatr I'176omtl, tit cd troanurbjcitivclý anaIt. c. l. ca-Ic%cI 
lac%sures (190-kin grid %hacml; ) ((, k. 4) ct al., 1984) 

Pig. 7.7: Wind %trc%% (1'a) at 1200 (; Mi 2 February 1976 computed from C %I(: anal icd 1000-mb heights 
(38-kin grid spacing) (GKAY Ct al., 1984) 
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The model is designed to be run, using CM1C (Canadian Meteorological Center) prog- 
nostic data. The model incorporates a quadratic bottom friction term and is capable of in- 
cluding adyectiyc, topographic and tidal effects. It can simulate a moving land-sea boundary 

approximately. 
The model is applied to the Fast Coast of Nova Scotia for the "Ground I log Day" storin 

of February 1976. Meteorological forcing is calculated using subjectively analysed sea-level 
pressures. Away from open boundaries, the agreement with observed surge residuals is ge- 
nerally good. However, the results are less satisfactory near the boundaries. (; MC mcteoro- 
logical data are found to underestimate the surface wind stress during this period. 

7.2 South America 

The Rio de la Plata estuary is located on the Atlantic Coast of South America, with the 
cities of Buenos Aires (Argentina) and Montevideo (Uruguay) along its shores (O'CUNNUK, 
1991). The length of the estuary is about 270 km and its width varies from about 230 km at 
its mouth to 25 km at its head where the Parana and Uruguay rivers meet. The depth of the 
estuary at its mouth is 20 m. 

t. IAKUINI et al. (1984) divided the estuary into three regions: (a) Upper region 
(Playahonda) leads from the river delta and is less than 5m deep (b) Intermediate region 
stretches from Buenos Aires to Montevideo and has several shallow banks (c) the outer 
region is wide and extends to the ocean. Isere the continental shelf has a width of about 
200 km. 

The tidal range in the estuary is about 2 in. Storm surges due to south easterly winds 
from a stationary cyclone over the estuary can generate storm surges with amplitudes grea- 
ter than 3 in. I listorically, surges up to 4m in amplitude have occurred over periods of sc- 
yeral hours to several days. 

The largest surges are along the coast of Argentina near Buenos Aires. This is due to the 
shallowing and narrowing of the estuary, the long fetch over which the wind acts on the wa- 
ter surface and the effect of the Coriolis Force (O'CUNNUK, 1991). According to BALAY 
(1959) surges with amplitudes greater than 3m have occurred in the years - 1914,1922,1923, 
1940,1958 and 1959. During the 27-28 July 1958 event, the flood depths were 3 to 4m along 
the Buenos Aires shore for ICO km, but there was little flooding along the coast of Uruguay. 

On the other hand during the storm of 10-12 Jul) 1923, southerly winds lasted two days 
and surges up to 6 in in amplitude occurred on the coast of Uruguay, cast of Montevideo. 
O'CONN )R (1991) numerically simulated the tides and storm surges in Rio de la Plata estuary 
and his results agreed reasonably well with those shown in Fig. 7.8. 
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Fig. 7.8: The sea level in meters at the time of maximum surge, 27 Jul). 1958 (BALAY, 1959) 

7.3 Storm Surges in 1: urupc 

In section 5.1.2 the meteorological problems associated with storm surges in European 

waters were introduced. Here, case studies of storm surges in several water bodies in Europe 
and environs will be considered. 

7.3.1 North Sea 

The North Sea is a border sea of the Atlantic. The oscillation of the Atlantic effects the 
North Sea from the north through the channel. The shape of the basin, the depth and corio- 
lis force influence the tide. The tide runs along the Scottish and English coastline with a mean 
tidal range of 4.20 m at Aberdeen and 7.20 in at Immingham and reaches the Dutch coast af- 
ter crossing the Strait of Dover. There the tidal range increases from 1.50 in at I)en I lclder 
(135 cm at'I'exel) to 2.28 in at Borkum and 3.00 in at Cuxhaven, is the same till Peliworm and 
decreases from there to the Danish coast with 1.83 in at Sylt and 1.70 in at Romo. The tidal 
range increases again from the islands to the continental coast. 
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The counterclockwise rotation of the tide can he seen in the progression of a storm surge 
from Aberdeen over Southend, Dover, Newhaven Bock van Holland, Cuxhaven to Bergen. 
Fig. 7.9A shows the surge profiles along the western side of the North Sea during January 
6-10,1949, beginning at Aberdeen and ending at Newhaven. The surge profiles along the 
eastern boundary of the North Sea during the same period are given in Fig 7.9B. One can see 
first a counterclockwise progression of the disturbance with about the same propagation 
velocity as that of the diurnal tide (Fig. 7.10). The interaction between the tide and surge 
appears to be small (note that in the Thanks Estuary the tide-surge interaction is significant). 
Second, one can see the progression of the surge height, which rises from Aberdeen to South- 

end and falls in the Strait of I)over from Dover to Newhaven. The increase of water level 
height at Grimsby, Kings Lynn and London Bridge is influenced by the topography of the 
locations of these gauges in an estuary or small basin like the Wash. But in general it can be 

stated that there is a level increase, because at Felixstone and Dover it is higher than at I lartle- 

pool. In this storm event at the eastern boundary of the North Sea the water level increases 

a little from the Dutch coast to the German coast till Cuxhaven and decreases from there to 
Norway (Bergen). As the storm surge of April 2-6,1973, I), wu s and FI. MI Ilk (1977) com- 
pared the calculated and observed surges at five locations along the south and west coasts of 
the North Sea, which confirm this. A change of the wind direction can modify this develop- 

ment at the eastern boundary of the North Sea. 

I 

6 . 

JUNART1949 

(A) 

9 10 6ý91 
JANUARY 1949 

(B) 

0 

Fig;. 7.9: Storm surge profiles at stations along the (A) western boundary of the North Sea and the (B) 

eastern boundary of the North Sea during January 6-10,1949 (CI IAR\O: K and GREASE, 1957) 
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Fig. 7.10: Progression of storm surge and diurnal tide around the North Sea ((: IIAKNt (K and 
CRI AsI , 

1957) 

During the storm surge on January 31-February 1,1953 the situation at the southeastern 
and eastern boundary of the North sea was different to the situation on January 6-10,1949. 
The track of the storm that produced this major surge is shown in chapter 5, Fig. 5.28. This 
depression caused a wind situation over the North Sea that produced very high storm surge 
levels at the British coast with rising level from Tyne over Immingham and Southend to Lon- 
don Bridge and falling levels to lover and Newhaven (Fig. 7.12a & b. ). Afterwards how- 
ever, the surge reaches Ostende not with a lower level than in Dover; the level increased and 
reached a level there which was higher than at the British coast. At the German coast the high 

water level has become lower. A clear decrease of the water level can he seen from Esbjerg to 
I iornstholm (Denmark). 

The horizontal distribution of the storm surge amplitudes during three different periods 
is summarized in Fig. 7.13. Maximum amplitudes up to 3m occurred at the Belgian and 
Netherlands coasts. Amplitudes up to 2.5 ni occurred at the coast of France, whereas ampli- 
tudes up to 2 in were found in the German Bight. At the Danish coast the maximum ampli- 
tudes were about I in. So the general principle has been lost since the wind direction and the 
surge do not increase anymore from the Dutch to the German coast. It must be stated that 
each location has its special wind direction in which the maximum surge can occur. 
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7.12. t: Storm surge. at %. triuu% Io.. uiun% around the North Sea during January 30-February 3,1953 
(Rl)\stII k, 1954) 
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Fig. 7.13: Distribution of storm surge amplitudes (outers) in the North Sca during; January 31-February 
1.1953, at (a) IS: OC (GMT) on January 31, (b) 00: 00 (GMT) on Fcbru. uy I, and (c) 06: 00 ((; NIT) on 

February I 

As described before in the English Channel the storm surge heights become smaller. 
The propagation of the surge through the English Channel from the North Sea is shown in 
Fig. 7.14. 

Btu Di N (1957) mentioned that, in the southern part of the North Sea, the greatest elc- 
vation tends to occur along a line from I larwich to Flushing. The surface then slopes down- 

ward towards the Strait of Dover due to the flow of water into the English Channel. 
LUNI)BAK (1956) studied the storm surge of January 31-February 2,1953, on the west 

coast of Denmark. 1 le mentioned that one of the worst storm surges on the I )anish coast 
occurred November 12-14,1872, in which there was great damage and loss of life on the is- 
land of Lolland. The storm surge of October IC-I I, 1634, was supposed to have killed more 
than 6000 people. This surge cut the German island, Nordstrand, into two separate islands, 

which were later named Pellworm and Nordstrand. 
The question if the storm surge is the highest at any given instant or not depends first 

on the location and second on the time scale that one considers. For the coast of the United 
Kingdom, P1-rtKs (1954) mentioned that a series of surges occurred during the period 
between 1086-99. A surge in the year 1099 killed 100000 people. During the twelfth century, 
there were more surges. Another period of great surges was 12 18-23. Other periods when 
the death toll exceeded 100,000 were in the years 1421 and 1446. Great surges also occurred 
(though the death toll was much smaller) on November 15,1875, January 2,1877, January 
18,1881, and November 29,1897. After this period, the next comparable surge occurred in 
1928 and then in 1953. 

For the Netherlands VAN Ä1A1 DI. (1995) used the highest water level as the storm surge 
level. According to the official storm surge table of the Rijkswaterstaat; starting in 1825, the 
highest tidal-water levels recorded were those of the storm surge of February 4,1825. But the 
question is, whether higher storm surge levels occurred in the past. VAN MAI 1)1. (1995) 
named the surges of 1421,1446,1468 and those from 1539 and 1552 as large, but shows that 
the conversion of such deceptive levels to centimeters is not a simple matter. I le shows that 
the oldest reliable storm surge event was the All Saints Flood of 1570, one of the most di- 

sastrous floods that ever ravaged the Netherlands and summarizes that "the storm surges 
caused along the Dutch coast between Scheveningen and Den I leider were among the 
highest storm surge levels ever known". Off the northern provinces and the adjacent Ger- 
man coast the storm surge levels were very close to the highest ones having occurred ever 
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Pig. 7.14: Sturm surge heights (nictcrs) in the 1": nglish Channel during January 31-Feb 2,1953 
(Ros IfF: k 1954) 

since... " (meaning the storm surges of 1570,1717,1775,1776,1825 and 1953). The con- 
clusion about the German coast is based on the research of Rolinr. (1977), who did derive 
four historical storm surge levels at Emden with the following result: 
November I, 1570: 2 NN + 470 cm NN = Normal Null - mean sea level 
December 14,1717: NN + 475 cm 
November 15,1775: NN + 388 cm 
November 21,1776: NN + 451 cm 
Februarv 3-4,1825: NN + 465 cm 
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To these results the following storm surge levels in the German Bight can be added. The 
highest storm surge level in the German Bight was reached in 1976 with a level of 370 cm over 
mean high tide level and 1010 cm NN. The storm surge of February 16-17,1962, when a lot 
of people died was 355 cm over mean high tide level at Cuxhaven. This level has been 
reached during the flood of February 3-4,1825, with 355 cm at Cuxhaven (GO NNI. RI', 1999a). 
Therefore it can be stated that in recent years cause the storm surge level in the German Bight 
only a little increased and is compared to mean high tide level increase. 

While the flood of 1825 caused high water levels along the Dutch and German Coast, 
the storm surge of 1962 was very high only in the German Bight and especially along the 
rivers Ems, Weser and Elbe within the cities of Emden, Bremen and I lamburg. The reason is 
the character of the storm and the location of the island in the deep water area of the North 
Sea. After the storm surge of 1962 coastal protection has been developed so that the higher 
storm surge of 1976 did not cause much damage. 

A major storm surge occurred in the southern part of the North Sea and in the Thames 
Estuary during January 31-February I, 1983, exactly 30 years after the surge of 1953. The 
meteorological conditions were somewhat different in these two cases. The surge of 1983 was 
potentially as destructive as the one of 1953.1 lowever, because of considerable improvement 
in storm surge warning services and the development of coastal protection works and the 
Thames Estuary barrier, loss of life and damage to property were considerably less than in 
1953. 

Negative Surges in the North Sea 

RIýSSrII'. R (1971) drew attention to the navigational hazard posed to large ships in the 
southern North Sea due to negative storm surges. DOODSO N (1947) mentioned that negative 
surges occurred at Dunbar and Southend during the storms of November 10-13,1929, Ja- 

nuary 1-3,1928, and October 17-21,1935. 

Table 7.2: Frequency of negative storm surges in the southern part of the North Sea (Grri iioFi), 1973) 

Location 

Amplitude (cm) of negative 
surge that can occur (at the 
time of low water) with the 

frequency per year of 
10 1 10' 

I look oft lollind 50 83 117 
Flushing 46 75 103 
Dunkerque 44 68 92 
Dover 43 69 96 

Amplitude (cm) of negative 
surge that can occur (at the 
tine of high water) with the 

frequency per year of 
10 1 10 

50 SO III 
47 80 113 
46 75 105 
47 79 111 

GF. Ei. tiui i (1973) studied negative storm surges in the southern part of the North Sea, 
with particular attention to the Sandettie Bank and the Brand Ridge areas because of the shal- 
low water depths there. The data source consisted of 50 years of data for the stations of I-look 
of I Tolland and Flushing, 4.7 years of data for Dunkerque, and 20.1 years of data for Dover. 
The results of a frequency analysis are summarized in Table 7.2. This table must be inter- 
preted as follows. For example, at I look of I lolland, negative surges of amplitudes up to 
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50 ctn occur on the average about 10 tines per year; negative surges with amplitudes up to 
83 cm occur once a year and negative surges of amplitudes up to 117 cm occur only once in 
10 years. The differences between the negative surges at low and at high waters are not sig- 
nificant. 

Negative surges predominantly occur in winter. Southerly to westerly winds produce 
negative surges at 1)ovcr whereas at I look of Holland, southerly to easterly winds cause ne- 
gativc surges. Largest negative surges occur at Southend (up to 2.3 tn) and at'filbury (up to 
2.8 in). At other stations, negative surges with amplitudes of 1.0-1.5 in occur. Gui. ilolu 
(1973) attributed the differences in the amplitudes of the negative surges at various locations 
to topographic differences. 

Table 7.3: Calculated amplitudes (m) of storm surges at three locations in the southern part of the North 
Sea for three different wind fields. (Gi ltl., bi t), 1973) 

Type of wind field Amplitude (m) of surge at 
(83 kin"h ') Sandcttic Brown Ridge I look of I lolland 

liutcrl%- -0.8 -0.7 -1.3 Wcstcriv +0.8 +0.7 - Southerly -1.9 - I. 8 -2.1 

Westerly winds appear to cause negative surges exclusively on the cast coast of the 
United Kingdom whereas easterly winds could cause negative surges exclusively on the 
coast of the Netherlands. On the other hand, southerly winds can cause negative surges on 
both coasts simultaneously (and indeed in the whole southern part of the North Sea). The 
calculated negative surges at three locations for three different wind fields are summarized in 
Table 7.3. 

Negative surges in rivers are a special problem for navigation for the example of the Elbe 
river (German Bight) this has been investigated by RCIR)I. I'II (1999). The following is based 
on RL'u )I I'I I (1999) and also on personal communication. 

The estuaries along the German Bight are well exposed to storms coming over the North 
Sea from westerly direction. In the Flbe estuary which is orientated from West to Fast, high 
water levels at the mouth in combination with strong westerly winds can result in high 

water levels along the whole estuary, which reaches inland more than 100 km. Even the har- 
bor of I Iamhurg, which is situated about 120 knm upstream of the mouth of the Elbe estuary 
is endangered by storm surges coming from the North Sea. 

There are indeed situations too, where strong winds cause a decrease in water level. "Phis 
might be called a negative storm surge. In the Elbe estuary for example strong easterly winds 
blowing for several days can lower high as well as low water levels significantly. 

An example of a negative storm surge is found in the first week of October 1992. This 
period was preceded by a low fresh water discharge of only appr. 200 rn'/s while the mean 
fresh water discharge of the last 50 years was 712 m`/s. During the end of September 1992 
the wind over the Elbe estuary had easterly direction with wind speeds between 5 m/s and 
10 m/s (lift 4 to 5). In the first week of October 1992 the wind speed increased and reached 
up to 15 m/s (lift 7) from April 10,1992 until June 10,1992. 

For the period January 10,1992 until July 10,1992 the astronomical tide for Cuxhaven 

at the mouth of the Elbe estuary was calculated from harmonic tidal constants. Fig. 7.15a 
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shows the comparison between observed and predicted water levels at Cuxhaven. In addi- 
tion the measured wind speed and wind direction in this area is given. 

The difference between these water levels can be interpreted as surge. Fig. 7.151) shows 
the observed water level, the predicted astronomical tide and the surge during the period of 
strong easterly wind. In fact, a negative storm surge of up to one meter can be found. 

Inside the estuary e. g. close to the harbour of I lamburg the difference between pre- 
dicted and observed water levels is even higher. In this part of the estuary the effects of the 
low fresh water discharge and the strong easterly winds add up to differences in the high 
water level of 110 cm and in the low water level of 80 cn, (Table 7.4). 

Table 7.4: Measured and predicted water Icscis in (mNN( as well as the differences at Cuxhaven and 
I lamburg St. Pauli in the Elbe estuary during negative storm surges 

Date Cuxhaven I Iamburg St. Pauli 

measured predicted difference measured predicted difference 
10/03/1992 11Vi' +1.13nn +1.15m -2in +1.49m -2.00m - Slcm 

INXI -1.79m -1.40in -39cm -2.01m -1.40m -61cm 11\V 0.70 in +1.30m -60cm +1. O7in +1.80m -73cm 
INXI -1.64m -1.20m -44cm -1.17m -1.30m -67cm 

10/04/1992 1 IW . 1.71 nn + 1.40 in - 31 cm + 1.05 in + 1.90111 - 85 cm 
INXI -1.80m -1.30m -50cm -2.13nn -1.40in -73cm 11\V 0.09 in +I. 10m +101cm +0.43m +1.60m -117cm 

10/05/1992 INXI - 1.67 in - 1.10111 - 57 cm - 2.11 in - 1.30 in - 81 ein 
I1W -0.40m +1.20m -80cm +0.77m +1.80in -103cm I. \V -1.61ni -1.20m -i1cin -2.08in -1.40m -68cm fI\V -0.02m +0.90111 -92cm +0.44m +1.50m -106cm 

10/06/1992 I. \V - 1.26 in - 1.00111 - 26 cm - 1.72 in - 1.30 in - 42 cm 
IIW +0.37m +1.20m -83cm +0.83111 +1.80m -97cm INXI -1.40m -1.20m -20cm -1.84rn -1A0in -44cm IIW *0.26m +0.90111 -64cm +0.77nt +1.50m -73cm 

Investigations with a numerical model of the Elbe estuary showed, that not only the low 
water levels at the mouth of the Elbe caused the low water levels inside the estuary, but also 
the strong local wind over the Elbe estuary helped to lower the water level along the Elbe 
estuary during ebb tide (increasing ebb current) and to keep the water levels low during flood 
(decreasing flood current). 

The processes described here, low fresh water discharge and continuous high easterly 
winds, resulted in a decrease in low and high water levels along the whole Elbe estuary. This 
negative storm surge lasted for more than four days. On Jul), 10,1992, the wind direction 
changed to North, the wind speed decreased and so the water levels finally reached their nor- 
mal height again. 

In contrast to storm surges these negative storm surges do not endanger the life of the 
inhabitants of the coastal areas. Nevertheless they are a problem for the traffic on e. g. the na- 
vigation channel I? Ibe, as the navigable depth is reduced significantly in comparison to the 
usually occurring tide. 
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Fig. 7.15a: Negative Surge Elbe: Wind speed and wind direction at the island of Scharhürn in the mouth 
of the Elbe estuary and measured (dotted) and predicted (solid) water levels at Cuxhaven for the period 
10/01/1992 until 10/07/1992. With increasing wind speed the difference between observed and predic- 

ted water level also increases 
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Fig. 7.151): Negative Surge Elbe: Measured «"atcr level (dashed), astronomical tide (dotted) and surge 
(solid) at Cuxhaven during October 1992 
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The Nc! hcrl. rnds 

Earlier, the works of GALI. f.. (1915) and SCI IAI. KwII'r (1947) were discussed. The storm 
surge amplitudes along the coast of the Netherlands during the major storm surge of January 
31-February 1,1953, were greater than those at the east coast of the United Kingdom 
(UI IU I), 1953). Surge amplitudes up to 9 ft (2.74 m) occurred along the coasts of the pro- 
vinces of Zeeland and Zuid-} lolland, with a peak surge of 9.6 ft (2.93 m) occurring at I }elle- 
voetsluis. In the Scheldt Estuary the amplitudes were even greater. At Berger op Zoom the 
amplitude was about II ft (3.35 m). 

The water level rose above the dykes, and about 50 dykes collapsed and at least 1800 

people died. The damage exceeded £ 100 million (at 1953 prices). UI I'ukD (1953) mentioned 
that this was the biggest surge since the one on November 18,1421, when at least 10000 
people died. Since the time tide gauges were set up in 1890, the surge of 1953 was 2 ft higher 

on the average than any other surge during the period 1890-1953. The extent of the flooding 

on the coast of the Netherlands is shown in Fig. 7.16. 
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WII. NINK (1956) studied the so-called twin storm surges that occurred on December 21 
and 24,1954. The observed surge and that computed through an equilibrium wind assump- 
tion are shown in Fig. 7.17. 
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Fig. 7.17: twin surges of the North Sea in I)ccemhcr 1954 as recorded at the Hook of I lolland (solid 
line). Broken line shows the computed surge using the equilibrium wind effect (Wh. t. NINK, 1956) 

'I"IMMtt. RMMAN (1971) showed that moving cold fronts over the southern part of the North 
Sea could produce a sudden increase of water levels at the Netherlands coast (he uses the 
rather inappropriate term "gust bump" to refer to these water level increases). These increa- 
ses in the water level occur only when the speed of propagation of the cold front lies between 
29 and 36 knots (54-67 kilt/h). This suggests resonance between the traveling atmospheric 
disturbance and the long surface gravity waves in the water body. I Ic numerically simulated 
the event of December 13,1956. One can obtain sonic idea of the time scale and amplitudes 
of the gust bumps from Fig. 7.18. One can clearly sec the hump at Katwuk at 11 a. m. on 
March 27,1966. The locations of these stations can be seen in Fig. 7.19. Similar sudden 
water level increases for the event of December 13,1956, are shown in Fig. 7.20. 

After the storm surge of 1953 in the Netherlands it was decided to set new safety stan- 
dards and perform extreme value statistics. It was agreed that the central, and most impor- 

tant, part of Netherlands was given a safety standard with a return period of 10,000 years (... ) 
(RONDE et al., 1995). The Wadden islands have a return period of 2000 years and the re- 
maining coastal areas have a return period of 4000 years. With respect to the central coastal 
part, this gives a reduction of about 40 cm for most coastal areas. 

RtNt)t: et al. (1995) describe the extreme value water level as follows. At first the storm 
surge data were selected by use of depression storm tracks to obtain a homogeneous data set. 
Only one value per storm was taken to get un-correlated data. This is comparable with the 
method to calculate a storm surge curve and take only the highest water level. A so called 
"1'eak over-Threshold Method" was fitted to choose the extreme value distribution. "Finally 

a design level of about 5 in + NAP was designated for the I-look of I Polland as the event with 
a return period of 10,000 years. " Rt)NUi et al. (1995) described the method to calculate the 
design level of other stations with help of the design level of I look van I lolland. 

Using statistical methods, RoNI et al. (1995) took into account a sea level rise of about 
15 to 20 cm and the return period was re-calculated. 

For real time forecasting of storm surges the CSM model with a grid size of 8 kilt is used 
at the KNAII (Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute). 
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Fig. 7.18: Sudden water level changes (gust bumps) during March 27,1966, at several locations on the 
Netherlands coast (Tu%t. %ll kMnti, 1971) 
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Fig. 7.19: Netherlands coast showing the locations of the tide gauge stations used in the storm surge 
study', I, l)cn I fielder; 2, Oostocser.; 3, Den Dever; 4, Pellen; 5, Urnuiden; 6, Katssvk aan Zee; 7, Sche- 
veningcn; 8,1 lock %-an I Iolland; 9, (\Iaassluis; 10, Vlaardingen; I I, Rotterdam; 12, Krimpen aan den Lek; 
13, Spukenisse; 14, Ouddorp; 15,1lcllcs"rutssluis; 16, Dordrecht; 17, Brouwershaven; 18, Burghsluts; 
19, Vrouwenpoldcr; 20, Westkapelle; 21, Wemeldinge; 22, Vlissingen; 23,1 Ianswccrt; 24, Te neuzen 

(TIMMI-. RMAN, 1971) 
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Fig. 7.20: Sudden water Iced changes (gust bumps) at ses'eral locations on the Netherlands coast on 
lleccmbcr 13,1956 (IMMI KM. AN, 1971) 

German Bight 

Storm surges occur in the German Bight when wind blows over the North Sea from N 

to NW To reach a very high water level the duration of a high wind speed must be a mini- 
mum of 3 It. The so called critical wind direction for each location is different. For example 
the critical wind direction for Cuxhaven for very high storm surges lies between 290"-310", 
for Ilclgoland between 265"-290" and for Norderney between 255°-290' (GONNt. RT, 
1999b). 

In the North Sea near the Amphidromic point the water levels rise only slightly and in- 
crease towards the coast. 

TOM: /AK (1950) discussed the storm surge of February 9-10,1949, in the North Sea. 
The greatest effect of the surge was on the coast of Northern Friesland. One interesting fea- 
ture was that the storm center remained almost stationary off the island of Sylt on February 
9`h and blocked the outflow of water from the German Bight northwards. The maximum am- 
plitudes of the water level at several locations are listed in Table 7.5. 

56cm 
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'lähle 7.5: Maximum water levels during the storm surge of Feb. 9-10,1949, at the German North Sea 
Coast (Tt)MCZAK, 1950) 

Station Amplitude (m) Station Amplitude (m) 

Borkum 2.4 Bremerhaven 3.9 
Norderney 3.0 (: uxhavcn 4.2 
I mulm 3.3 Busum 4.8 
Wilhelmshaven 3.4 1 lusum 5.6 

Other examples arc shown in'lable 7.6, indicating that the level depends on wind direc- 

tion and location with each special topography. 
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Table 7.6: Storm surge Ic%-cl over NN (Normal Zero) in the Gorman Bight 

Storm surge Feb. 16,1962 Jan. 3,1976 Feb. 26-28,1990 Jan. 10,1995 

Cuxh. 1ccn 495 cm NN 5010 cm NN 434 cm NN 448 cm NN 
Norderney 410 cm NN 386 cm NN 366 cm NN 346 cm NN 
\\'indün 360 cm NN 327 cm NN 324 cm NN 266 cm NN 
I Ich; olxnd 414 cm NN 405 cm NN 384 on NN 301 cm NN 

Siii i R'I' (1968,1978,1982, I988a, 1988b, 1990), S11: 1: 1: K'1' and LASSIN (1985) and GoN- 
NE'RT and Sn I IRT (1997) studied storm surges in Cuxhaven and the Elbe River. The studies 
involved a total of 153 storm surges, which included 192 high tide water levels for the period 
of 1901-1995 (GoNNI. RT and Suit RI, 1998). Only events that generated a surge of 2 in or 
more between low water time and four hours after high water time are considered for the 
analysis (Sn ttR'r and T. Asst: N, 1985). During low tide the surge reaches a higher level than 
during high tide. Therefore the data record is restricted to storm tides with a surge level 
lower than 1.50 in at high tide. TO analyze the change of storm tides in the last century uti- 
lization of the surge curve (I: ig. 7.23) - which is the difference between the storm tide and the 
astronomical or mean tide curve - is the best approach, because it includes the meteorologi- 
cal factors. With this approach GONNI: K'I' (1999a & b) studied the 20th century storm tides 
(level, number, duration and character) in the German Bight (Fig. 7.21). The results showed 
an increase in the number of storm surges, but no significant increase in the level. The in- 

crease in frequency is mainly true for the small events, but the average storm surge curve is 
longer and there are more events with long duration (GONNERT, 1999a & b). For example, 
during the storm surge of February 26-28,1990 one storm surge curve includes five height 

water peaks for Cuxhaven (Fig. 7.22). 
In the German Bight the character of very high storm surges is different. At the coast 

very high crests are associated with a fast increase of wind speed. Since wind fields cannot be 

reliably predicted too far ahead, storm surges also cannot be predicted reliably for more than 
12 hours ahead. But at the islands very high crests are associated with the slow increase of 
wind speed. 

Investigations into the change of storm surge level and frequency by focusing on the 
tidal crest have been done for example by LUI)I'KS (1974), I'I: rrt. KSON and Rom*. (1991), 
NASNI[K and PAK'tl NSCKY (1977), FUi IRItOmR et al. (1988), Fui IKItOTI R (1989), Fut uuturt. it 
and Tom,: (1991), JI. NSI. N (1987), NuI M1 YIR et al. (1995) and STORCH et al. (1998). 

Got IRIN (1976) studied currents on the tidal flats in the German Bight. Note that these 
tidal flats could be as wide as 20 km. Ile showed that the currents can increase from an aver- 
age 30 cm/s to as much as 120 cm/s during storm surges. The destructive storm surges at the 
North Sea coast of Germany during February 16-17,1962, December 6-7,1973, and January 
3,1976, prompted ZSCI TAU et al. (1978) to develop a storm surge forecasting technique by 

measuring the inland crustal tilt and the deflection of the local vertical due to the buildup of 
the surge. These authors, using a vertical pendulum, measured such tilts with precision. 
According to them there is advance information about the storm surge in these tilt measure- 

The rationale for this is explained below. 
There is an indirect effect of tides on tidal gravity, tilt, and strain measurements. Since 

this effect depends on the elasticity of the crust and the upper mantle, this effect has been used 
to determine their elastic properties. I lowever, in the regions where the elastic properties are 
known better than the tides, the inverse problem of determining the tides from measurements 
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Fig. 7.23: The storm surge curve 

of tidal gravity on the land has been used. 7S(: I IAu et al. (1978) used this inverse approach of 
determining the storm surge from tilt measurements made inland. According to them, the ad- 
ditional water mass of the surge has three different effects on these measurements: (I) the de- 
flection of the vertical due to the gravitational attraction of the water mass, called the New- 
tonian tilt; (2) the tilt of the surface due to the loading and unloading of the sea floor, called 
the primary loading tilt; (3) the secondary deflection of the vertical due to the redistributions 
of mass caused by the loading and unloading, called the secondary loading tilt. 

The secondary loading tilt, generally, is small compared with the primary tilt and it can 
be combined with the loading tilt. Note that the Newtonian tilt and the primary tilt cause a 
deflection of a vertical pendulum tilt meter and also tilt it's casing. 

The storm surge at Büsum on the west coast of Schleswig I lolstcin of December 6-7, 
1973, is shown in Fig. 7.24. A maximum amplitude of about 3 in was attained. The measured 
tilt at Kiel-Rchnisberg and also the astronomical tide are shown. It can be seen that the tilt 
curve matches the storm surge curve except for a 12-h phase advance. This phase advance 
is explained as due to the amphidromic component of the North Sea surge, which takes 
roughly a day to propagate in a counterclockwise direction from Scotland along the coasts 
of the united Kingdom, Belgium, the Netherlands, Germany, and Denmark to Norway. 

This same technique was used to simulate four major, two moderate, and three minor 
surges during November-llecembcr 1973. The predictions (Fig. 725) 9,6, and 3h ahead had 

average errors of 29,18, and II cm, respectively, in the maximum storm surge amplitudes. 
Fui IRBIY tiR (1979), JE: NSI: N (1985), Fu1IRBo"rER and To l'M (1991) studied the frequen- 

cies of extreme storm surges on the North Sea coast of Germany. They suggested that the 
classical extrapolation techniques for return periods might not be applicable in this situation 
because the time series (representing the storm surge data) are not stationary but changing 
with time continuing. JI: NSl? N (1999) summarized their work: 

The current approaches for estimating a storm surge defence level can be classified into 
empirical and statistical methods. Statistical methods are mostly based on the consideration 
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Fig. 7.24: 'fide and surge at the coast of (; crmans during 1)cccmbcr 6-7,1973. Top: tide at Busum; bot- 
tom: solid curve shows the surge at Büsum and the broken curse shows the tilt at Kiel -Rehmsberg 
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Fig. 7.25: 1 lindcast of storm surges tiff Busum from tilt measurement, at Kiel-Kehmsberg 9,6, and 3h 
in advance. Solid line: observed surge; broken line: hindcasted surge (%S(: IIAU and KUMtI'I. t., 1979) 
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of high water levels (I 1W) of an equidistant period (e. g. yearly maximum). The basic require- 
ments of any data set are consistency, homogeneity and stationarity of the data. 

Before further processing, time series should be checked and analysed very carefully for 
observation errors and inherent defectiveness. If mean values (mean tidal high water) are 
available, extreme values !! 1C' of the gauge should be homogenized using the linear trend sl- 
of the respective mean values as follows (if the year 2000 is the reference )-ear): 

/3/ I IC', =/ 1W + (2000 - i) "si. 

For the German Bight, a rise s, of 25 cm to 50 cm for the mean tidal high water (Ml IW) 
has to be used for homogenisation of the extreme water levels. In order to estimate water 
levels that occur with a given probability or return period, usually some distribution func- 
tions are fitted to the observed values and a best-fitting function is selected. The most com- 
monly used distribution functions for extreme water levels in the German Bight are: (I. O(; ) 
Pearson 111, Jenkinson (several procedures) and a linear regression procedure based on em- 
pirical return periods. In such an approach, the physical conditions that lead to an extreme 
water level are ignored. 

A more reliable method of estimating extreme water levels is based on the separation of 
as many as possible single components from the total water level. 

Examples of such components are wind set up, external surges, other astronomical in- 
fluences, local wind set up, oscillations and others. Such a concept requires a continuous re- 
cord of water levels as well a continuous computation of astronomical tides. 

In general, as many components as possible should be regarded separately, but since such 
data is not vet available for the gauges in the German Bight, the only way of considering 
single components of the total water level is to analyse storm surge curves has done in 
5111 I RI' (1999) and GONNI RI (1999). 

In doing so, the probabilities of a storm surge of a given level and the probability of that 
wind set up to occur during a high water period can be combined. I lence, the estimation of 
storm surge levels with a very low probability of exceedance is more reliable than of those 
obtained with a "classical statistical method", in particular for extreme water levels. 

BAKUII.!. (1979) showed that significant wind wave activity could occur in the German 
Bight. One must include this in predicting the total water level. 

Norway 

GlevIK and Rota) (1974) mentioned that catastrophic surges occurred at the island of 
Grip (a small island on the west coast of Norway) and were discussed by 1 If II AND (1911). 
Major surges occur also at the Island of Ona. JoIIANSI. N (1959) studied the surge along the 
southeast coast of Norway. QI. vm and Ruýt. I) (1974) studied the following three surges on 
the Norwegian west coast: November 2,1971, December 30,1972, and December 31,1972. 
The surge curves at three locations for the three cases together are shown in Fig. 7.26 and 
7.27, respectively. The peak surge amplitudes at six locations for the first case are given in 
'I: able 7.65. 
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denote missing observations. Broken curve represents the theoretical surge due to the atmospheric pres- 

sure gradient only (GJIVIK and Rtwi , 1974) 
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Table 7.7: Peak 'storm surge amplitude. at certain Table 7.9: Comparison of observed and calculated 
locations on the West coast of Norway for the peak surge amplitudes on the west coast of Nor- 

surge of Nov. 2,1971 (C j1 vIk and Rtn 1), 1974) way for the surge of Nov. 2,1971 (MARIINSI'. N et 
al., 1979) 

Location observed 

peak surge Location Observed Computed 
(111) 

Kristiansund 0.7 0.98 
Alcsund 0.40 1Icinujo 1.0 1.08 
1lcinujo 0.75' Ron-ik 1.4 1.40 
'frondhcint 1.00 Sandncssjocn 1.2 1.47 
Sandncssjocn 1.20 Tromso 0.5 0.65 
1 lammcrfcst 0.40 
Tromso 0.50 

'1'hi. value dues not agree with that given by 
MAR INSI. s et al. (1979). Scc'I: hblc 7.8. 

MAKIINSPN et al. ( 1979) developed a numerical Hood l to simulate storm surges along 
the west coast of Norway. The observed surges at five locations and those calculated from 
the numerical model including bottom stress are compared in'I: able 7.8. 

7.3.2 Kaltic Sca 

Storm surge investigations in the Baliic Sea are numerous. They extend from the early 
part of the 20th century by K1w ; IIR (191C) to BAI. RI. s and 1-1uI IR (1994). Thcreforc not 
all available references can be summarized here. The following discussions follows closely 
S'11(; (11 (1999). 

Special hydrodynamic conditions: The Baltic Sea extends between latitudes 54 and 66 
in the central area of the circumpolar low pressure zone of the northern hemisphere. Rela- 
tiye to the surface area of this marginal sea, the entrances to the North Sea have very small 
cross sections, so that only long-period oscillations of North Sea water levels propagate un- 
damped into the Baltic. In its southwestern parts, the semi-diurnal tides are reduced to am- 
plitudes of just IC cm, and towards the central Baltic they disappear almost completely. Be- 

cause of its enclosed geographical situation and elongated basin shape, the Baltic Sea tends to 
produce surface seiches with periods ranging from 26 to 39 hours, depending on the type of 
forcing of all contributing sea areas. Storm surges are triggered by changes in the wind fields 

above these areas. Strong southwesterly winds cause high water levels on its northern, and 
low levels on its southern coasts, with water flowing in through the Straits of Denmark in- 

creasing the water volume. A change in the wind direction to north/north-cast causes high 

water levels in the southern Baltic, in which case the potential energy of water masses, which 
had been pushed north, may produce an additional impact. Both at the northeastern and 
southwestern end points of the Baltic Sea's longitudinal axis, peak high water values exceed- 
ing 3m above MSI. may occur. Storm surges may cause considerable damage along the coast- 
lines, so that adequate coastal protection has to be provided. On the other hand, both storm 
surges and preventive protection measures may impair the functionality of technical struc- 
tures. Under environmental protection and landscape preservation aspects, regular flooding 

of land areas is even indispensable to create a habitat for the highly specific, vulnerable flora 

and fauna of the salt marshes, which deserve special protection. 
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Sustainable coastal development: Sustainable coastal development in this context 
means to create a balance between coastal defence and environmental protection. Since 1974, 
the 9 countries bordering the Baltic have been co-operating within the framework of the 
Convention on the Protection of the Marine Environment of the Baltic Sea (or I Ielsinki Con- 
vention, according to its venue). Owing to the Baltic Sea's economic and ecological relevance 
to Northern Europe, it is one of the most intensively investigated marginal seas of the world. 
In Germany alone, 251 coastal research projects were officially recorded between 1990 and 
1996, and the trend is upward. Internet search leads to a large number of national marine re- 
search institutes, shipping and environmental authorities, storm surge forecasting services, 
and to almost all universities in the area. Water level and storm surge forecasting for the Bal- 
tic Sea today is based mostly on operational hydrodynamic models using output data of the 
meteorological Europe model, but also statistical methods are used. FIELCOM recommen- 
dations may be interpreted and implemented differently depending on local conditions. Both 
climate and sea level fluctuations as well as people's traditional ways of coping with nature's 
forces play a role in this respect. Near the oscillation nodes, i. e. near the center of the Baltic's 
longitudinal axis, storm surges of course do not reach the same high levels as at the end points. 
Since local coastal defence measures are based on past experience, the dykes built in such areas 
are generally lower. The problem that has to be dealt with in the different areas thus is iden- 
tical: local and temporary aspects must be considered in the investigation of storm surge 
scenarios. The secular coastal dynamics of the Baltic (land gain in the north, land losses in the 
south) and the different local impacts of land/sea interactions (abrasion and accumulation 
coasts) require primarily the acceptance of natural processes, and human intervention should 
only come second. 

Climate and sea level fluctuations: Since the last ice age, after the melting of glacial ice 
on Fennoscandia, the North Skandinavian landmasses have risen 80-90 cm per century. At 
the same time, a tilting motion of the Earth's crust has caused a I0-20 cnt subsidence of the 
German Baltic coast per century. I lowever, this fact only partly explains the increasing 
number of storm surges observed in the 20th century. Detailed investigations of storm surge 
occurrences have revealed correlation with characteristic atmospheric circulation patterns 
and certain parameters of the circumpolar low pressure zone (North Atlantic oscillation). 
Storm surges in the Baltic Sea thus also serve as an interesting indicator of climate develop- 
ments in Central and Northern Europe. Numerous astronomical tides, primarily those ha- 
ying very long periods, have been identified in the mean sea levels of the Baltic. A signifi- 
cant cycle of 10-I 1 years has been found which is related to solar activity. I Iowever, as the 
changes observed in the parameters of the circumpolar low-pressure zone are extremely 
small, this causal relationship is still considered to be an unsatisfactorily proven despite 
the informative studies of CURRIJ-. (1981) and I. AItIT/. KI. and VAN LOON (1988). A different 
interpretation is rather unlikely, though, considering the fact that the phases of the 10-11 a 
signal measured at all Baltic gauges differ by about 130° between the northern and southern 
Baltic areas. The climate signal even exhibits a phase difference of about 170° in this respect. 
A counter-running trend like this, which could also he interpreted as a variable longi- 
tudinal tilt in the water surface, can only mean that the cause is an internal phenomenon of 
the Baltic region, which is not based primarily on hydrodynamic characteristics of the 
North Atlantic. Periods attributable to the latter (e. g. the Saros period, or half-period of 
moon apse-line cycle) only exhibit minor phase differences between the northern and 
southern Baltic Sea Ievels. 'I he high correlation between wind fields in the Baltic and water 
levels in the time window of high and low water occurrences confirms this interpreta- 
tion. 
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Scenarios and statistics: The physical processes and causes of storm surges in the Bal- 
tic will continue unchanged also in the future. The travel time of gravity waves is bound to a 
mean Baltic Sea depth of some 55 meters, so that even a hypothetical rise or fall of the mean 
sea level by one meter would not cause major changes in the natural periods of the Baltic. 
Forcing of storm surges depends, among other factors, on changes in wind direction and 
speed per space or time unit. For example, higher increase rates in a scenario of rapidly 
tracking low-pressure zones would he compensated partly by the shorter period available for 
integration of the water levels until high water stand. A preferred method for predicting 
regional trends during storm surges does not exist presently. Flood protection measures are 
based generally on the highest water levels on record and take into account regional sea level 
trends. In this context, the climate scenarios developed by the IPCC arc undoubtedly rele- 
vant. However, with regard to the functionality of port facilities or initiatives of environ- 
mental protection organisations to protect salt marshes in the area, i. e. wherever a certain ac- 
ceptance of storm surge events may be assumed, statistical methods are prefered in assessing 
the probability of flooding. Although they clearly indicate an increase in the number of small 
and medium-size flood events in the 20th century, they do not show significant increases in 
the high water crest values. Also statistically significant data beyond the scatter of measure- 
ments, which might confirm an acceleration of sea level rise in the 20th century, have not been 
found. Because of the Baltic's own dynamics, an analysis of its storm surge climate should be 
based rather on weather scenarios than on water level data. 

Sweden 

BEkcstla (1955) studied the relationship between winds and the water levels on the 
coasts of Sweden. Ile stated (p. 32-133): 

Generally, the water level in the South Baltic rises when the winds are northerly, and falls 
when they, are southerly-The consequence is that on the south coasts of Skane and Blekinge 
offshore winds will raise the water level, and winds from the sea will reduce it ... Another 
consequence is that the water level in the Sound and the Belts will be greatly changed in 
height; e. g., SW gales are blowing, as these will lower the water level in the South Baltic, and 
raise it on the west coast. The difference between the levels in the South Baltic and the west 
coast may in extreme cases be as much as a couple of meters. As far as the Sound is concer- 
ned, the difference is concentrated on the very, short distance from Limhamn to Klagsharnn, 
where a submarine bank runs from the Swedish to the Danish side, constituting the bound- 
ary between the Baltic and the western seas. North-easterly gales reverse these conditions. 

The surges at five locations on the Baltic coast of Sweden for the storm surge of January 
2-5,1954, are shown in 7.28. This surge was generated by a northerly gale. The surge at Björn 
on January 3 is particularly interesting because it shows that the Aland archipelago acts as a 
strong barrier to the southward flow of water. 
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IFig. 7.28: Observed storm surges on the Baltic Sea coast of Sweden during January 2-5,1954 
(Iiii i«; s i N, 1955) 

Denmark, 

Denmark is attacked by storm surges at both the cast and west coasts, i. e. from the Bal- 
tic Sea and the North Sea. 

E(, II)AI. (1957) examined the storm surges at Randers on the cast coast of Jutland. 1)e- 
pressions traveling over Jutland from the west cause north-northeasterly winds, which ge- 
nerate surges on the cast coast of Jutland. Another area where surges are generated by such 
a weather system is the Island of Funcn (Fyn). EGEI AI. remarked that as far as storm surges 
are concerned, there are similarities between the cast coast of Jutland and the cast coast of the 
United Kingdom. 

RINC; I -Jolt(; INSP. N (1958) studied the storm surges along the North Sea coast of Den- 
mark. The tidal amplitude varies from about 1.5 in near the Danish-German boundary to ab- 
out 0.4 m at Thyboron. This study suggested that a meteorological situation similar to that 
of January 31-February 2,1953, event could cause surges with amplitudes up to 3.4 in at l-lar- 
lingen (Holland) and only about 1m at lianstholm (50 km north of Thyboron). The influ- 
ence of the Norwegian Ditch appears to prevent the occurrence of very large amplitude sur- 
ges at Thyborbn but permits the occurrence of a large number of moderate surges. 
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I. ACa )t; K (I917a) studied the storm surge of January 15-I6,1916.1 Ic presented tables of 
the surge amplitudes at 46 locations at every hour from 12: 00 on the 15th to 00: 00 on the 17th. 
I le also showed several diagrams of winds, currents and the water level at various times. Peak 

surges up to 1.9 m occurred. The distribution of the storm surge heights at 06: 00 January 16, 
1916, is given in Fig. 7.29. 

Fig. 7.29: Storm surge amplitudes along the cast coast of Denmark at 06: 00 on January 16,1916 
(LACOUR, 1932) 
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7.3.3 Irish Sea 

In section 5.1.2 the meteorological situations leading to storm surges in the Irish Sea were 
discussed. The storm surge at Liverpool during I)ecember 29,1921, to January 2,1922, and 
the pressure data are shown in Fig. 7.30. CR1 SWrt. t. (1929) presented storm surge amplitudes 
at I lolvhcad, Belfast, Fleetwood and Preston for the surge of October 23-24,1928. These 

range from I ft 7 in. (48 cm) to 4 It 7 in. (140 cm). I lowever, a surge on October 29,1927, had 

amplitudes of 7 ft 8 in. (2.34 m) at Fleetwood and 10 ft 2 in. (3.1 ni) at Preston. For this event, 
the amplitudes at I lolyhead and Belfast were 3 ft 4 in. (1.04 m) and 3 ft 2 in. (0.97 m), res- 
pectively. 

Fig. 7.30: (a) Storm surge at Liverpool, U. K., during I)ccentber 29,1921-January 2,1922. (b) Curve It 
shows the fall of the atmospheric pressure at Liverpool; curves E and N, respectively, denote the cast 

and north pressure gradients (millibars per 800 km) (Ik of ss)N and DINES, 1929) 

During the storm surge event of January 31,1957, the surge amplitude at Liverpool 
reached a peak value of 3 It whereas another event on February 4,1957, produced a surge 
with amplitude of 5.8 It (1.76 in). Another surge event of January 11-12,1962, produced 
surges up to 5.5 ft (1.68 m) at Liverpool and up to 6.5 ft (1.98 m) at Avonmouth. The 
surges at Milfordhavcn and Avonmouth during November 29-30,1954, are shown in 
Fig. 7.31. 
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Fig. 7.31: Storm surges at \lilfunl I la%cn and A% unmuuth, U. K., during November 29-30,1954 
(IltAlw, 1967) 

CORKAN (1952) mentioned that localized northerly winds over the Irish Sea would lo- 

wer the water level everywhere in this water body, with the minimum decrease occurring at 
Liverpool. Strong southerly winds near the southern entrance to the Georges Channel will 
produce only small surges at locations such as Cork and Newlyn. After several hours, the ge- 
neral level rises in the Irish Sea. On the other hand, when a depression exists south of Ireland 
(with strong southerly winds blowing steadily) over the Bay of Biscay, surges up to 1-2 ft 
(03-0.6 m) could occur inside the region bordered by a hypothetical line joining Cork to 
Newlyn. 

1-Ii Avs and JONFS (1975) simulated the storm surge in the Irish Sea for the event of Ja- 

nuary 10-18,1965, using a two-and-a-half-dimensional model. The surge profiles at several 
locations in the Irish Sea (observed and computed) are shown in Fig. 7.32.1'he horizontal dis- 

tribution of the storm surge heights at two different times is given in Fig. 7.33. 
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I-1r. Ai's and JON IS (1979) also simulated the storm surges in the Irish Sea fort he events 
of November 11-15,1977, and January 2-3,1976, and compared these with the event of Ja- 

nuary 13-17,1965. The}' paid particular attention to the time of occurrence of the peak surge 
relative to the times of high and low water. The tide and surge (computed and observed) at 
Liverpool and at Workington arc shown in 7.34 and 7.35, respectively. 
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France 
7.3.4 Mediterranean Sea 

The North Sea coast of France was discussed earlier. I Jere, the Atlantic and Mediterra- 
nean Sea coasts of France will be considered. 

FABRY (1909) studied the surge near Marseille (on the Mediterranean Sea coast of France) 

of June 15,1909. The surge amplitude was between 0.4 and 0.8 in and an earthquake might 
have caused this, making this water level oscillation a tsunami rather than a storm surge. Some 

water level oscillations can occur in this region due to landslides. 

CR1: PUN (1974) studied water level oscillations on the Mediterranean coast of France. 
Note that in this area the tidal range is rather small (less than 1 in). Crepon applied his ana- 
lytical theory to study the water levels at Sete located at the Mediterranean coast of France. 
I lere, the continental shelf is about 100 km wide with a water depth of 90 nt and there are no 
significant orographic influences on the wind field. The observed and computed water levels 
at this location for the period January-March 1969 are compared in 7.36. Some storm surge 
effects can be seen around the following dates: January 3-4, February 17-22, February 27, 
and March 21-23. It is interesting to note that the calculated water levels are systematically 
lower than the observed values. Also, the observed maximum values were about 0.5 in. 

LACOUR (1917b) studied the storm surges at Brest (on the Atlantic coast of France) for 

the period 1861-1905. It appears that no significant surges occurred. One may conclude that 
storm surges are probably not significant in France except on the North Sea coast. 
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Pig. 7.36: Observed and calculated water levels at Site (on the Mediterranean coast of France) for the 
period January-March 1969 (Ck, i , ()N, 1974) 

Israel 

Srku t (1974) studied the storm surges at Ashdod at the Mediterranean coast of Israel 
using the data for a 6vr period (1965-70). The title here is mainly sentidiurnal with a range of 
less than I in. The data for this study were selected whenever the daily mean sea level excee- 
ded the average level by at least 20 ctn and when there was a storm present. 

SfKlt: %t (1974) used the term "storm surge" to denote the changes in sea level at Ashdod 
during a period of several days due to storms in the eastern part of the Mediterranean Sea and 
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the term "storm set-up" to denote the rapid changes in the . rater level during a few hours. 
Three examples of these storm set-ups are shown in 7.37. 

The six largest positive storm surges at Ashdod during the period of this study are sum- 
marized in'I'able 7.9a. The six largest negative storm surges at Ashdod are listed in'I: able 7.96. 
The factors that cause the sea level to rise and fall at Ashdod are summarized in TTables 7.10 

and 7.11, respectively. It was found that the storm surges at Ashdod hasically are gradual 
changes in the daily mean sea level and that these changes could be linearly correlated with 
daily mean values of wind wave heights and wind velocities at the shore. 
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Fig. 7.37: Storm surges at Ashdod, Isracl. I.. umplcs are shown of rapid changes. 'lisp left: I)cccmbcr 
21-23,1967; top right: December 9-10,1963; bottom: December 19-21,1966 (Situ, %1,1974) 

Table 7.9a: Six largest positive storms surges at Table 7.9b: Six largest negative storm surges at 
Ashdod, Israel, during 1965-70 (SfRIHN, 1974) Ashdod, Israel, during 1965-70 (STRIF. N, 1974) 

1)atc Amplitude of surge Date Amplitude of surgc 
(cm) (cm) 

Dec. 10,1963 100 Jan. 29,1964 51 
Dec. 22,1967 93 Mar. 24,1966 46 
Dec. 20,1966 83 Mar. 26,1968 45 
Feb. 5,1965 63 Feb. 12,1968 42 
Mar. 26,1967 63 ( )ct. 16,1970 41 
Jan. 14,1968 63 Apr. 12,1968 40 
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Table 7.10: Factors contributing to the rise of sea level at Ashdod, Israel (S-fKII. m. 1974) 

Factor im of occurrence Approx. maximum 
rise of sea level (cm) 

(a) I ligh of spring tides Vernal equinox + 26 
(b) I ligh of the seasonal fluctuation Midsummer + 10 
(c) I ligh annual mean sea level +7 
(d) Rise due to daily inequality of 

the tides +5 
Total of effects not due to wind + 48 
(e) Storm surges Winter +43 
(f) Storm set-up Winter +40 

'Iäblc 7.11: Factors contributing to the lowering of sea level at Ashdod, Israel (SrRirst, 1974) 

Factor lime of occurrence Approx. maximum 
fall in sea level (cm) 

(a) Extreme low of spring tides Vernal equinox 
(h) Low of the seasonal fluctuation End of spring 
(c) Low of annual levels 
(d) Lowering due to daily inequality 

of the tides 
'total of effects not due to wind 
(c) Lowering due to eastern (offshore) 

winds (or down-surge after 
onshore storms) 

Possible lowering due to occurrence 
of all factors 

Eu pt 

- 26 

-10 
-G 

-5 
-47 

- 15 (or - 30) 

- 62 (or -77) 

Storm surges occur in the Suez Canal and also at the Mediterranean coast of Egypt. 
MLkn and ELSAlti1 (1981) studied the storm surges at Port Said at the northern end of the 
Suez Canal and at Port Suez at the southern end of the canal using the data for 1966. 
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Table 7.12: Number of occasions (treating each hourly value as one case) when positive and negative 
storm surges at Port Said, Egypt, exceeded prescribed amplitudes in 1900 

Surge height (cm) 

State of tide 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

Positive surges 
Low tide 253 189 90 28 9511II 
Rising tide 236 137 51 10 1000C0 
1 ligh tide 237 131 44 20000C0 
Falling tide 246 175 82 26 6210C0 

Negative surges 

Low tide 19 7320000C0 
Rising tide 16 9321100C0 
11igh tide 12 51I1I11II 
Falling tide 13 5000000C0 

The length of the Suez Canal is about 175 km and the average depth is 15 in. At Port Said 

the tide is co-oscillating with the eastern part of the Mediterranean Sea and has an amplitude 
of 25 cm. At Port Suez the Red Sea tidal influence is felt and has an amplitude of 75 cm. 
Based on these features the Suez Canal can be classified into a long estuary, in the Proudman 

sense (discussed earlier under Tide-Surge Interaction in the North Sea and in the St. Law- 

rence Estuary). 
Treating each hourly surge value as one case, the number of occasions when positive and 

negative surges exceeded prescribed values at Port Said and Port Suez is given inTables 7.12 
and 7.13, respectively. Earlier, it was seen that PROUDMAN'S theory (1957) suggested that for 

a long estuary, for a tide of progressive wave type, maximum surges are associated predomi- 
nantly with low tide (or rising tide), and for a tide of standing wave type, maximum surges 
are associated predominantly with high tide (or falling tide). Observations for 1966 showed 
that the theoretical results of Pkl1UI)MAN, when interpreted for the Suez Canal, agreed with 
the observations at Port Said but not with those at Port Suez. 

Table 7.13: Number of occasions (treating each hourly value as one case) when positive and negative 
storm surges at Port Suez, Egypt, exceeded prescribed amplitudes for positive surges and 10-90 cm for 

negative surges in 1966 

Surge height (cm) 

State of tide 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 93 100 110 120 130 140 

Positive surges 
I. ow tide 172 111 75 44 32 16 83333321 
Kising tide 191 110 76 38 13 766310000 
I ligh tide 121 57 18 52II1100000 
Falling tide 174 107 50 34 27 23 10 3000000 

Negative surges 
Low tide 84 66 46 32 16 11 300 
Rising tide 104 69 45 45 14 21 103 
I ligh tide 117 69 59 49 40 24 600 
Falling tide 113 84 55 27 38 9921 
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7.3.5 I". uropean Part of the Atlantic Ocean 

Storm surges at the Atlantic coast of France have been described before. Storm surges 
can also occur at the northern part of the Atlantic coast of Portugal (MOtt: Is and AItECASIS, 
1975). The tidal range in this area is about 3-8 in and wind waves up to 13 ni can occur here. 
A surge during January 16-17,1973, did considerable damage in the Leixoes I {arbour. The 
damage was severe because the surge occurred at the time of spring tide. The center of a low 

pressure system passed over Leixoes and its exceptionally long duration of 24 h generated 
very large wind waves. 

In the surge record, waves with periods between 4 and 40 min attained significant am- 
plitudes. Leixoes I larbour exhibits a seiche with a 4-min period, which was amplified by re- 
sonance. There is evidence of the occurrence of a1 iclntholtz mode type motion also. 

Storm surges occurred again in Januarw and February 1974 but the damage was minimal. 

7.3.6 Adriatic Sea 

In Italy, storm surges occur along the Ligurian Sea coast, the Tyrrhenian Sea coast, and 
the Adriatic Sea coast. On February 18,1955, a cyclone caused great damage to the break- 

water in Genoa I larbour (Gm1Al. uI, 1955; U'ARRI(A), 1955). Strong winds from the south- 
west-generated wind waves with greater than 7-m amplitudes and possibly also a storm 
surge. Some of the water level problems in the Ligurian Sea associated with weather systems 
were discussed in section 5.1.2. Northeastern Italy is a region where storm surges occur. 
BO NUI. SAN et al. (1995) investigated the effect of global change on sea surges and stated that 
the frequency would increase. 

The city of Venice is located at a lagoon off the Adriatic Sea and less than Im above the 
mean sea level. I fence, storm surges with amplitudes less than even Im cause serious flood- 
ing problems in Venice. 'Io add to the problem, the openings between the sea and the lagoon 

are more extensive now (due to dredging) than before, which allows the storm surge from 

the sea to travel unimpeded. In addition, in the twentieth century the city subsided by 20 cm. 
Storm surges occur quite frequently in this area (hOSIASIN and FRAsI. I Fo, 1979), for 

example, in the )-cars 1966,1967 and 1972. The storm surge season lasts from November to 
February and occasionally to April. The first two normal modes of the Adriatic Sea have 

periods quite close to the diurnal and sernidiurnal tides. The tidal range is 25-80 cm, the tide 
being forced by the Mediterranean Sea. 'IThere appears to be no interaction between the tide 
and the surge. 

ToMASIN and FRASI: rn) (1979) studied the surge of April 21-22,1967 (Fig. 7.38). What 

makes the problem more complicated is a seiche with a period of about Id that can be excited 
by weather systems. Such a seiche during February 16-20,1967, is shown in Fig. 7.39. Ob- 

served and computed surges at Venice for February 12,1972, are shown in Fig. 7.40. In the fall 

of 1982, major storm surges occurred at Venice and Trieste causing considerable damage. 
In 1975 the Italian government devised a plan to reduce the effects of tides and storm 

surges at Venice by constructing barriers to narrow the entrances to the Venice lagoon (Vrt'- 
ToRI and TAMPIFRI, 1979). 

The commune of Venice operates a statistical forecast model. ADA\II and Nul. 1(1992) de- 

scribe this model and present an alternative modelling tool, which has been tested by the Da- 
nish Hydraulic Institute. "It was found that the existence of reliable air pressure predictions 
could increase the forecast horizon of reliable storm surge prediction from 3 to 24 hours. " 
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Fig. 7.38: Recorded water Icccl (tide plus surge) at Venice, Italy, during April 20-22,1967. 'lino is 
G\1'f -I( )MASIN and I: RASI rrO, 1980) 
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Fig. 7.39: Scichc at \ cnirc, Itah, with a pcritxl tit approximatcly 24 It (1'uatntitx and FKnsh. rfu, 1979) 

S'I'R, %vIsI (1972) used a one-dimensional numerical model to simulate hypothetical storm 
surges in the Adriatic Sea. Storm surge amplitudes at two different times are shown in 
IFig. 41. Ai>Axtt and Nutt (1992) also carried out research on a forecasting system with a hy- 
drodynamic model for the Adriatic. The Danish I iydraulic Institute calibrated a 21) model 
to reproduce tidal phenomena and seiching. i calibrate the store) surges at least seven histo- 

rical surge events were simulated with storm winds and air pressures. With good meteorolo- 
gical data storm surge prognosis was very good for forecast up to 5 days. 

For the Northern Adriatic Sea M /ARI 1.1 A and PALUMBO (1991) took into considera- 
tion the seasonal, II -yr. and secular signals, which are more significant and several times lar- 

ger than those in the mean sea level for the computation of the storm surge development and 
mean sea level rise. They stated that analyses of sea level maxima adjusted for such time va- 
riations, gives a more adequate and realistic basis for making predictions on the occurrence 
of damaging storm surges. Data from the gauges at Venice (1924-1970) and Trieste 
(1944-1988) have been investigated. After using the extension of the annual maxima approach 
from earlier work for calculation of the occurrence of extreme events calculated non-cycle 
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Fig. 7.40: Computed (broken line) and observed (solid line) sums at Venice during February 12-15, 
1972. Time is hours from the starting time of 03: C0 (G1\t'1'º on I ebru. trv 12,1972 (TOMASIN and 

lRASEI'tu, 1979) 

Fig. 7.11: Distribution of the amplitudes (centimeters) of a hypothetical storm surge in the Adriatic Sea 

at (a) 10 h and (h) IIh after the start of wind stress application (STRAVISI, 1972) 
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variations of yearly SI. mean and SI. max, cycle variations seasonal and II yr. Waves have 
been carried out. MAz: \KP. t. I :\ and I'At. uMito (1991) summarised their results by stating that 
"the estimate of the return period obtained by means of the monthly maxima (filtered from 
seasonal, biennial and longer term non-stationary) is more robust against historical outliers 
than the analysis of annual maxima. " 

7.3.7 Aegean Sca 

WILDING ct al. (1980) studied tides and storm surges in the northwestern part of the Ac- 
gean Sea. The geography of this area is shown in Fig. 7.42. The tides are rather small in this 
water body, as can be seen from Table 7.13. The surges during August 20-23,1975, at three 
locations are shown in Fig. 7.43. The power spectrum of half-hourly water level records is 
given in Fig. 7.44. Predominant periods of 2.68 and 2.40 h can be seen. 

Fig. 7.42: Geography of the Acgcan Sca (\\'u I)IX(; ct al., 1980) 

Table 7.14: Tides in the Aegean Sea (WILDING ct al., 1980) 

Location Moan spring range Mean neap range 
(cm) (cm) 

Port Salonica 32.4 9.6 
Saint Trias 29.0 6.6 
Krini 29.6 4.4 
Whaniona 29.4 5.0 
Kay oura 29.0 4.6 
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Fig. 7.43: Water Ics"cl oscillations during August 23-23,1975, at thrcc hx: ations in the Acgcan Sca 
(WII DING ct al., 1990) 
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Fig. 7.44: Power spcctrum of half-hourly water Icvcl data at Port Solonic i (Acgcan Sea) 
(Wit HING et at., 1980) 
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7.3.8 Black Sea, the Okhotsk Sea and the Pacific 

Moderate storm surges occur in the Black Sea, the Okhotsk Sea, the Pacific coast of Rus- 
sia, the East Siberian Sea, and the Chukchi Sea. Large surges (up to 6m in amplitude) can 
occur in Lake Baikal. Winds from north of this lake can produce surges that sometimes take 
only a few minutes to develop. 

Earlier, the work of LAPPO and RoZI11>I. ti1Yt: NSKIY (1977,1979) was discussed in which 
they considered the lag of storm surges with reference to the atmospheric systems. Their 

work covered the northwest part of the Pacific Ocean in general and the Pacific coast of Rus- 
sia near the Kurile Islands in particular. They considered the contribution of the static surge 
to the total water level deviation and developed the important concept of the hysteresis loop 
(Fig. 6.123). The lag between the atmospheric forcing and the storm surge could be anywhere 
between 5 and 18 It on this part of the Russia coast. 

Kt wAI. 1K and P()I. YAKOv (1998) studied the tides in the Sea of Okhotsk. This is a region 
of large tidal sea level oscillations and strong tidal currents. The oscillation reaches 13 m in 
Penzhinkaya Guba. GuýRUAY et al. (1991) investigated extreme parameters of tsunamis in the 
region of Kuril- Kamchatka Trench and the Sea of Okhotsk using numerical simulation 
results. 

NIUSIAPIN (1969) studied the storm surges in the East Siberian and Chuckchi seas with 
the particular aim of predicting the surges at Cape Schmidt. Based on 192 cases during the 
summer period (July-October) for 1951-55, in which the surges at Cape Schmidt and in Am- 
barchik Inlet exceeded 30 cm (both positive and negative surges), he prepared the following 
regression relationships: 

Ali,. 
jim = ai Ap, cos ai + a, AP2 cos Q_ +a 

. 
ýýlr\mp 

R=0.94±0.001, : 
=21 

. 11ls. h,,, = a4 '1'lA: nE, 

R=0.90t0.01, -26 

'1llti. lun - 1q, p1 cos cYl + a6'�lAn+ 
hl 

R=0.93 ± 0.004,1 = 23 

', 
htich: 

n - d, . 
1p, cos 0I, + 1, 

-"1: \ml, 
bt 

K=0.92t0.007,1 =24 

(7. i) 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

(7.4) 

= a. . 
1pß cos a, + a,. - 

42 COS a. + 1)4 (7.5) 

R=0.88 ± 0.01,1 = 29 (7.6) 
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1: i1;. 7.45.1)cterminaIiun u1 Ilie quantities . p, and 1 p, and the wind current direction tram the isobars 

at points I and 2 (see cq. 7.1-7.6). ai and a, arc the angles between the wind current direction (arrows) 

and the effective refluxing-fluxing direction north-northwest to south-southeast. The angles are acute 
and determine positive components (+) of .1 pt, and .1p: at the time of sea level fluxing motions and 

negative components t-) at the time of sea level rcfluxing wind directions (Mu, rnt IN, 1969) 

where, ,%h..,,,, is the deviation (centimeters) of the no periodic factor in the sea level at Cape 
Schmidt from the mean annual navigational level, precalculated with an average forewarning 

period of 12-13 h upward (+) and downward (-); A I'M.,,, is the deviation (centimeters) of the 

actual sea level in Ambarchik Bay from the mean annual navigational level upward (+) and 
downward (-); APl, and .1 p_ are the respective pressure differences (millibars) at points I and 
2 at a distance of 600 km (6 cm on aI: 10,000,000 scale map) along lines perpendicular to the 
isobaric trend (Fig. 7.45 of this chapter and Fig. 7 of Mus'rArIN, 1969); al and a, arc the angles 
between the wind direction along the isobars and the line running north-northwest and 
south-southeast (Fig. 7.45 of this chapter and Fig. 7 of NIUSTAI IN (1969); al... , alp are con- 
stants; b1...... b, are free terms; It and r are multiple and partial correlation coefficients and 
their probable errors; and is the mean square root error (centimeters) of the regression 
equation. 

Parameters A pl, A p_, . ii, a_, etc., needed here are determined as shown in Fig. 7.45. One 

of the interesting features of this study is that, in contrast with the universally used tech- 
nique of determining the atmospheric pressure gradients along constant directions, here, 

these gradients are calculated along variable directions but at pre-selected locations in the wa- 
ter body. 

ÄMusr, IIN's (1969) study was done for nine locations on the Siberian coast. Since kno- 

wing the water level at one location in advance might help the prediction at other locations, 
MuSTAIIN (1969) tabulated the correlation coefficients for the water levels between these sta- 
tions. These are shown in Table 7.15. On this coast, the surges appear to lag the meteorolo- 
gical forcing by about 12 or 13 h. 
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Table 7.15: Correlation coefficients between the storm surges at various locations on the Fast Siberian 

Sea and Chuckchi Sea coasts (\1t cri IN, 1969) 

Cape Amhar- Rau- I'cvek Cape (: ape Cape Kuh'- Cape 
Shalau- chik Chua Billings Schmidt Vanka- uchin Nettan 

Roy Inlet rem Island 

Cape Shalaurov 1 0.86 0.83 0.85 0.82 0.75 0.70 0.84 0.77 
Ambarchik Inlet I 0.95 0.97 0.79 0.80 0.74 0.83 0.70 
Kau-Chug 1 0.97 0.88 0.87 0.86 0.80 0.74 
Pevek I 0.85 0.93 0.67 0.81 0.85 
Cape Billings 1 0.86 0.83 0.71 0.77 
Cape Schmidt I 0.84 0.84 0.91 
Cape Vankarcm I 0.78 0.81 
Kolvuchin Island 1 0.85 
Cape Nettan I 

7.3.9 Storm Surgc Forecasting 

Storm surge forecasting and quick dissemination of warnings are of high importance for 
people living at coastlines and tidal rivers behind the dykes. This addresses the demand, that 
a storm tide forecasting method must satisfy the highest level of scientific standards that can 
he reached. Methods that are developed by hindcasting 5 to 10 special storm tides are not 
serious enough. Investigations show that we have to consider many more different surge 
types. The description follows closely II IP-01 IP (II IP-0I I1), SII'. I I RT and 1991), 
and also based on CIIRISTIANSI'N and SIl I ERT (1979), SILT r. Rlr (1980). 

The following examples are designed to give a survey of the state of present-day prac- 
tice-orientated storm surge research and its application. Regional and supraregional systems 
will be mentioned in this connection. 

Tbc English East Coast 

Following the storm surge of Jan. 31/Feb. 1,1953, leaving behind on the English cast 
coast 300 victims and 24.000 destroyed homes, a research group came to the decision that a 
warning system for high storm surges between Northhunterland and Kent should be estab- 
lished and investigations be made simultaneously as to whether such system should also co- 
ver the Channel, the Bristol Channel and the Irish Sea. Assuming that surges during the neap 
tide might be neglected, the warning service decided that storm surge prediction will be made 
only during spring tide. But since at certain locations on the cast coast the height differences 
between spring and neap tides are insignificant so that a surge during neap tide can cause da- 
mage, the warning service must operate independent of the type of surge prevailing. 

Storm surges on the English cast coast develop from the North to the South. First indi- 
cations as to potential storm surges can be obtained at the first arrival of tidal waves in the 
North Sea in the region of the Shetland Islands, partly even near the I lebrides. The fore- 
casting system has been set up accordingly. One tries to recognize the storm surges, if possible, 
already far away in the north and to determine the height at the reference gauges using wind 
forecasts. Reference gauges are Stornoway/l lebrides, Wick, and Aberdeen. 
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From the northern tip of Scotland (John o'Groats) the tidal wave needs about 4h to 
reach the English border and then another 9h to reach the Thames. It is, of course, an ad- 
vantage that such storm surges at the early stage of inaccurate forecasts first reach almost un- 
populated coasts in less need of protection. Actual forecasts are being made only for the 
English east coast, which is subdivided into 5 divisions with one reference gauge, each 
Fig. 7.46. 

h, 4.7.46: I nrr.. ý. t . ur. t I n;; li. h r. t. t oast 

Whether in the future more attention must also he given to the adjacent Scottish cast 
coast in the north, will he decided in the course of further development in the field of oil ex- 
ploration. For each reference gauge a "critical level", was fixed. If it is exceeded, certain areas 
will be flooded. If there is danger that this level will be reached, a warning is issued. 
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A first early warning (alert) can be given 12 h before I I\V The second bulletin i. e. con- 
firmation or withdrawal of the warning, is given 4h prior to I I\M Then, if required, the ex- 
pected 111 I\\% level is pronounced. In the case of warnings for Div. 5 (Thames), a "London 
Flood Room" is taken over by the Greater London Council. There, the III I\V for London 
is determined using the 111 1W forecast for Southend and the Q discharge. ' to set off in time 
such a procedure in London, the 2nd warning is given as early as 6h prior to I II 1W South- 

end. 
The "storm surge season" on the English cast coast extends from the end of August to 

30 April. On average, that means 100 "alerts", 20 real warnings and 5 critical level reports. 
There is a number of empirical correlations based on statistically secured regressions 

between the water levels at the reference gauges (see above), the wind and the water levels 

at the Stornoway, Wick and Aberdeen gauges, among which the best suited are selected in 

each case. The mean error is ± 0.2 ni, individual deviations reaching 0.6 ni. For Division I e. 
(Fig. 7.46), the equation reads as follows: 

0.75. (1 11 I\\' - \1I 1W Wick) 4h earlier 
+ 0.003. (320° comp. of the surface wind lair Isle) IIh earlier 
+ 0.002. (30° comp. of the gcostrophic wind between Scotland and 

Southern Norway) 6h earlier 
+0.14111 

= 111 I%X' - X11 1W North Shields 

I1ic main problems are at present: 
- empiric approaches are based on only a fcsc major storm surges (as these occur only seldom), 
- dynamic wind effects are not taken into consideration, 
- the interactions of tidal waves and waves due to wind stress are not taken into account, astrono- 

mical tide forecasts are inaccurate. 

Tbc Western Schulde 

Storm surge forecasts for the Western Schelde are of great importance in particular for 

the port of Antwerp (about 80 km upstream of the mouth) with its numerous exposed in- 

stallations. 'I'hercfore, extensive analyses were also made for this region after the storm surge 
of Feb. 1,1953. It was thus found, interalia, that northwest winds are the most dangerous 

winds. As a result of investigations made over many )years a forecasting method was presen- 
ted which, in principle, is based on a correlation of the 111 1W at Oostende and that at Ant- 

werp (Fig. 7.47). 
I IWs occur at Oostende little less than 3h earlier than at Antwerp. As this time period 

is too short for a reasonable forecast the Oostende 111 lWs are calculated about 2h in ad- 
vance. 

These calculations are based, just as those for the Oostende-Antwerp correlations, on 
empirical estimates. The method is as follows: 

extrapolation wind stress Oostende by 2h"- 111 IW, r,, 
+ difference \II IWs, - \11 iW(x,, 

+ wind according to direction and force off the coast 

=1111W Antwerp 
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Fig. 7.47: Forecast arca \\'cstcrn Schelde 

The lhuth (; oast 

The theoretical principles for the methods applied in the Netherlands originated in the 
I950s \Vi I. NINK and (; Rol-. N (1958). Their results have been tested in many practical appli- 

cations. 

For the stations of Vlissingen, I lock van I Tolland, I )en I lelder, I larlingen, and I)clfzijl 
(Fig. 7.48), the Koninklijk Nederlands M eteorologisch Instituut, (KNNI1), publishes prog- 
noses for the high water level due to meteorological causes. During a storm surge the "Storm- 
vloedwaarschuwingsdienst" in The I lague determines the exact heights at the above stations 
and decides based on Q. and the predicted values whether warnings should be issued. 

For the forecasting of water levels, correlations between 111 I\Vs of various places are 
needed. For this purpose, reference curves have been put together. Where the prevailing 
volumes of discharge have an influence on the rise, they have been covered by the statistical 
correlations. 

As a supplement to this forecasting service, regional water level forecasts are also car- 
ried. Such forecasts are made on the basis of surge curves. For this purpose, data from a net- 
work of gauges, which have been in operation for several years for other purposes, are also 
relied upon. They are recorded via remote transmission in a central recording room. Fvery 5 
minutes the water levels are recorded on punched tapes, analog recorders and a printer. 

On the Dutch coast, too, one tries to use the possibilities offered by mathematical mo- 
dels for storm surge forecasts. 
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Fig. 7.4S: Purcc. iu an". t I hit, I, . oast 

Inner German Bight 

Many forecasting methods often yield unsatisfactory results as they are based on 
weather forecasts and these weather forecasts - mainly wind speed and wind direction evo- 
lution - are not accurate enough. 

The other reason for unsatisfactory predictions are the methods themselves. Usually 

only the peaks of storm tides are taken into consideration, representing only single points on 
a curve. Characteristics of tide and surge curves are not developed, and tide/surge interac- 

tions are not evaluated. 
To exclude such difficulties a storm tide forecasting method should be developed 

1. by analysing storm surge curves of storm tides over the last 53 years at several tide 
gauges on the coastline. A storm surge is defined as the difference between storm and 
mean tidal water level. 

2. by taking into consideration as many wind data as are available; 
3. by using only exact (not predicted) tide and wind data. 
Fig. 7.49 shows the situation at the German North Sea coast. 
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1'iß;. 7.49: 'Iidc gauge locations A and 11 in the German Bight 

In the German Bight the astronomical tide progresses in an anticlockwise direction. The 

winds during storms surge events come from west, as does the storm surge. Therefore, a fo- 
recast for a point B on this coastline needs information from a location westward of it (gauge 
A at the island of Borkum). This gauge A is the so-called input gauge for the forecast gauge 
B. I lowever water level information merely from an input gauge is not sufficient. 

Further investigations showed that an explanation for the outliers 7.50 can be given if 
wind speed and wind direction development within the last 3 hours before high tide at A 
(Borkum) are taken into account. The wind development in this 3-hour interval (about 3 
hours before the expected high water level at B) is the best indicator for what will happen 

with water level changes in the following 3 hours after high tide at A. So about 3 hours be- 
fore high tide at B no further wind information is needed to forecast the highest level at B. 
These conditions are in agreement with results at the Dutch and British coasts. 

The high water level at B (1-1tr) can be roughly calculated by a simple linear formula: 

II�= I. 21I, ý+AV+AR-80cm (7.7) 

where, 1.2 " 11,, 0 - 80 cm gives the trend of I i\\' level comparison at A and Fig. 7.49 and AV 
(Fig. 7.51) and AR (Fig. 7.52) are the partial contributions to wind speed and wind direction 
developments respectively within 3 hours before forecasting time. 
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The wind data is needed with a resolution of I m/s in speed and 10` in direction. 'I'he ex- 
ample in Fig. 7.52 demonstrates the necessity of exact wind speed data. A change in wind 
speed from 20 to 24 m/s over the 3 hours interval gives a positive value of AV =+ 40 cm. A 
change of only 2 nt/s (to 26 m/s) doubles this to AV =+ 80 cm. 

Fig. 7.52 shows that highest values for wind direction developments are given by chan- 
ges from other directions to 280' which is the most effective wind direction for high storm 
surges at Cuxhaven. Direction changes further northward result in high negative values, up 
to Olt SO cm. 

In a second step the forecasted high water levels at B can be modifled. 'I'his possibility is 
given by analysing the surge curves at A and B (Fig. 7.53). 
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Fig. 7.53: Extrapolation of storm surge curve B by the shape of curve A 
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This prediction method has been used for the calculation of the high water level 
in I Limburg using the predicted water level at Cuxhaven +a constant 110 cm. Long-term 

monitoring shows that this amount must be differentiated more accurately, because fareway 

and embankments improvement measures at the Elbe River have changed storm surge 
issue in the Elbe estuary. Since 1996 high water level differences "I TT1 IW between Cux- 
haven and I Limburg have been attributed to a class of high surges with " 110 130 cm (Ft RK, 
1999). 

The German I Tydrographic Service (formerly Dl 10 now ßS1-1) in I lamburg has been 

charged by a law mandated with the task to inform traffic in the German Bight on anticipa- 
ted water levels. The empirical-statistical method used is applied in a more simple form for 

about 50 years. 
For the computed surge a distinction is made between local effects (i. e. German Bight) 

and distant effects. The value of greatest influence is unquestionably the wind (surge appro- 
ximately proportional to the square of the wind velocity; the greatest surge value is reached 
after a3 It influence). Then follow the static atmospheric pressure (the effect is practically 
spontaneous), the change of atmospheric pressure with time (in case of rapid changes in the 
pressure free waves up to Im height are generated), water temperature and temperature dif- 
ference air-water (the colder it is and the greater the difference, the stronger the wind effect). 
In the BSI Ia mathematical model is being developed covering the influences in their entirety 
in an overall approach. 

Water level forecasts are broadcast twice a day and cover the entire German North Sea 

coast (Fig. 7.50). Neither the tidal curves nor the times of the onset of peak levels are deter- 

mined by only rises in such levels (as a measure between anticipated Ii1 iW and precalcu- 
lated astronomical 11W). Meteorological details obtained from the German Weather Service. 

Because of the uncertainty of the forecasts, water levels are indicated at 25 cm intervals 

up to a surge height of 1.2 ni and thereafter at 50 cm intervals. In the case of a storm surge, 
the warnings are of use not only for navigation but also for agencies and administrative of- 
fices along the coast and tidal rivers. 

In the case of anticipated high wind velocities, the BSI-l needs forecasts on the direction, 

speed and time of onset of the wind over the North Sea. On the basis of the method applied 
by the BSI I forecasts of sufficient accuracy are possible only if, in addition, the forecast and 
occurrence of meteorological input data are accurate and external surges are recognized early 
enough off the English cast coast. Only then the first 12 hour forecasts are usable, otherwise 
only later data are more accurate. But even then there is room for improvements since wind 
forecasts are made only roughly in units on the Beaufort scale. 

I)anis/, Southwest Coast 

Although the land behind the Danish tidal flats south of Esbjerg (Fig. 7.54), as the north- 
ernmost part of the Dutch-German tidal flat, is only relatively sparsely populated, attempts 
have been made during the last few years to increase the safety of the population in addition 
to reinforcing the old dykes by applying storm tide forecasting procedures. 

The procedure was developed following the statistical evaluation of water levels measu- 
red over six years and allows computation at any time of the tidal cycle of the water levels for 

the forthcoming I, 2, and 3 h. Forecasts for a maximum period of 3h are sufficient to find 

out in time when an endangered dyke might break at the earliest and then perhaps to eva- 
cuate the population concerned which takes atmost 2 h. 
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Fig. 7.54: Forecast area Danish Southwest coast 

The programmed procedure has been in practice since 1970. It is based on hourly water 
level data from the Esbjerg and Hojer gauges for which it was developed (Fig. 7.54) and on 
3-hourly data of wind velocity, wind direction, and atmospheric pressure from a lightship off 
the coast. The 95 % confidence intervals are 

t 20 cm for a forecast period of I h. 

t 35 cm for a forecast period of 2 h. 

t 45 cm for a forecast period of 3 h. 

As during the storm surge of Jan. 03,1976, the data flow was interrupted because the 
public telephone system was blocked, independent systems were rented in the meantime. 
Although the accuracy mentioned meets the requirements, it is planned to supplement the 
3h model in the next few years by a hydrodynamic 12 h model for the North Sea. 
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North Sra 
7.3.10 Modeling 

Following the 1953 disastrous storm surge, several numerical models for the North Sea 

and Thames Estuary were developed. Results from a linear model and a nonlinear model are 
compared with the observed surge at Southend of February 16-17,1962, in Fig. 7.55. 
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Fig. 7.55: Comparison ut ubscrscLI and uanputcd sutgcs at Southend, U. K., during I; cbtuarv I6-I7, 
1962. Solid line, observed surge; broken line, computed surge using a linear nuxlel; dashed-dotted line, 

computed surge using a nonlinear model (RtxsrnR, 1971) 

Certain models have already been considered for the North Sea in different sections. 
Istrte; uRt) (1976a) showed through electronic analog models that atmospheric pressure gra- 
dient generated surges are important in the North Sea (Table 7.16). Ist IIGURo (1976b) gave 
diagrams of estimated peak surges for different wind speeds. Contours of surge height for a 
wind speed of 36 m/s are illustrated in Fig. 7.56. 

I), vii s and FI. ATn mR (1977) computed the storm surge in the North Sea for the case of 
April 1-6,1973, using several different numerical models. The features of these models are 
summarized in TTable 7.17 and terms errors at various locations for these models are listed in 
Table 7. I8. 
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I: ible 7.16: Comparison of the amplitudes of pressure gradient generated and wind stress generated 
surges in the North Sea. (ISIIIGUKO, 1976a) 

\Vind Wind \Vind speed Pressure- Pressure \\'ind 1'p / V. ('7 ) 
direction duration (h) (m s i) gradient generated generated 
(degrees) (mb 100 kin i) surge surge 

Yi, (cm) Y. (ein) 

22 

112 

30 IO 2.3 8 33 24 
20 4.5 16 130 12 
30 6.7 23 293 S 
40 9.0 32 520 6 

10 10 2.3 10 15 67 
20 4.5 20 60 33 
30 6.4 30 135 22 
40 9.0 40 240 17 

Table 7.17: Features of the different moxlcls for the North Sea used in the simulation of the storm surge 
of Apr. 1-4), 1973. (1)Avilsand Fl. All(IR, 1977) 

Calculation Alodcl l )pcn boundar}' 
condition Surge input 

a 
h 
C 

d 
C 

'Iidal input 

Shelf Radiation I lydrostatic None 
North Sea Elevation specified Hydrostatic None 
Shelf Radiation I lvdrostatic NI, + S, 
North Sea Elevation spccificd I fydrostatic AI_ + S, 
North Sea I-Acvation specified from calculation hl, + S. 

c+ observations from Wick 

Table 7.18: Root-mean-square errors (cm) for calculations using models a to c (sec litble 7.17) for the 
storm surge of Apr. 2-6,1973. (I)AVIPS and Ft. A7lwit, 1977) 

Port 

Wick 
Aberdeen 
North Shields 
Inner Dowsing 
Immingham 
Lowestoft 
Walton-on-Naze 
Southend 
Ostcndc 
I1rnuiden 
lcrschelling 
Cuxhas"cn 
Esbjerg 

ah C (I c 

18.1 12.6 13.5 12.6 0.0 
20.3 13.7 15.9 13.3 10.9 
22.5 17.7 17.0 16.6 16.3 
26.9 27.5 21.2 27.1 25.2 
26.6 25.6 19.5 20.8 18.2 
29.8 28.5 25.0 27.5 25.3 
34.3 31.2 27.2 29.0 26.8 
42.9 38.6 33.9 35.1 33.0 
36.1 34.0 25.1 30.3 26.7 
42.3 40.6 34.6 35.4 33.3 
32.3 31.8 27.2 27.3 26.4 
48.0 45.0 37.4 40.2 38.4 
32.6 29.0 23.3 24.11 21.2 
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PKANIN. I and (1978a, 19781)) used parallel numerical models to study the modi- 
fication of the tide due to surge and vice versa in the southern part of the North Sea. The tide 
and the surge before and after interaction for the case of October 19,1970, are shown in Fig. 
7.57. The interactions at Lowestoft and Southend for the event of January 31-February 1, 
1953, are presented in Fig. 7.58 and 7.59, respectively. 'I'he contours of the interaction in the 
southern part of the North Sea are displayed in Fig. 7.60. 

FI. ATI II: R (1980) summarized the status of a real-time storm surge prediction scheme for 

the North Sea. In this scheme, the meteorological forcing terms are obtained in real time as 
output of a 10-level primitive equation atmospheric model. In the storm surge model, a 
coarse model covers the whole of the Northwest European continental shelf. Models with 
finer resolution for the southern bight, eastern part of the English Channel, and the Thames 
Estuary are being developed. The contours of the surge at 03: 00 GMT on January 12,1978, 
are shown in Fig. 7.61. 

VRII-S et. al. (1995) compares 21) storm surge models applied to North Sea, Aegean and 
the Adriatic. They stated that the differences between the North Sea models are less than 
10 cm, storm surges are underestimated by up to 50 cm, which indicates that improvement 
has to be found in the surface drag relations and not in the difference between the models. 
For the Mediterranean Sea the comparison shows differences of 35 cm with the observed 
level, which is due to the meteorological input inaccuracies. 

Fig. 7.56: Storm surge heights in the North Sea for a wind speed of 36 m-s-' blowing for 10 h. 
(him, UR), 1976b) 
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Fig. 7.57: 1ide-surge interaction at (a) Walton-Margate (mouth of the model) and (Is) Tower Pier. 'l tide; 
S, %urge; 'I tide modified due to interaction with surge. S', surge modified due to interaction with tide. 

(PRANDII and Wut I', 1978b) 
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2 

Fig. 7.5S: 'I idc-surge interaction at I. ou"c. tott, U. K. See Fig. 7.47 for explanation. 
(hRA\I)I I and %X'( )I 1, I97S1)) 
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Pig. 7.59: 'fide-surge interaction at Southend, U. K. Sec Fig. 7.57 for explanation. 
(PRANIn i and \\'OI 1,1978h) 
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Fig. 7A : 'I idc-surge interaction distribution (ccntimctres) in the southern part of the North tint. 
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Fig. 7.61: Spatial distribution of surge elevation (centimetres) at 03: 00 ((; M) on January 12,1978, in the 
northwest continental shelf of Europe. (FLKfIIIR, 1980) 

A Norco Sea model 

This chapter follows closely If 111-01111 1987 and based on Ro I)I NItuls ct al. (1978), 
11AVNt1I. et al. (1983) and Sit ii irr ct al. (1987). 

The emphasis in hydrographic conditions is often on waves. I loww"evcr, for several im- 
portant problems, knowledge of currents is also essential. During the past, the technique of 
simulating currents and surface elevations in sea areas by computer has developed into an 
accepted engineering method. I lowever, to obtain details of currents, the computations must 
be made on a high resolution grid. The model presented here permits the use of detailed 

resolution in selected areas, with the main circulation in the North Sea described on a much 
coarser grid. With the main grid established for the entire North Sea, the model can be focu- 

sed on different local areas. Its generality makes refocusing simply, a matter of providing the 
programme with the coordinates for the new local area and its bathymetry. 

The model uses the full non-linear equations of nearly horizontal flow, which are solved 
by implicit, time-centred, finite difference scheme. The effects of wind stresses, Coriolis for- 

ces, and bed friction are included. Moreover, such nonlinear equations of shallow water and 
interaction between tide and storm surges. The System 21 has a high degree of accuracy. This 
has been demonstrated in practical applications e. g. ROI)IINItu1S et al. (1978). 
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To provide details for resolving complicated areas, the change of resolution for the 
North Sea model is shown in Fig. s 7.62 and 7.63. The grid I with low resolution is named 
SD, the grid 2 of high resolution is named SI)I; and the higher resolution of nested grid 3 is 

named SD: - I. e., subdornains 0, I, and 2, respectively. In low resolution I (SI), ), several grids 
of finer mesh size can be selected at higher resolution 2 (SI), ). 'I'he mesh size is one-third the 
original resolution I. In a nested grid of high resolution 2 (SI)1), again several grids of finer 

mesh size can be selected at higher resolution 3 (SD: ). The reduction in mesh size relative to 
nested grid SI)1 is again oncthird; relative to nested grid SI) it is one-ninth. For the North 
Sea model, this means a refinement from 10 nautical miles in resolution I to 1.1 nautical 
miles in resolution 3. There is no principal restriction for further reduction to higher resolu- 
tion 4 or 5. 
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Pi};. 7.62: North Sca modcl with main domain in Scale I 
Sl)-: 11csh size = 18 km, gridpoints: 2.640 
SI),: Nlcsh size =6 km, gridpoina: 945 
Su_: Mesh size =2 km, gridpoints: 4.428 
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fil;. 7.63: \, nth Sca model with suh, hnn. tins in Scalcs I. uui 2 

Computations are made simultaneously on all grids. When computing simultaneousl)", 
information also can travel from the fine grid to the coarse grid - the conditions in the fine 

grid can influence the results in the coarse grid. 
The model was considered for a storm surge warning system for the Danish west coast 

and for intended computations of currents in connection with the hydraulic investigations 

and preliminary design of a gas pipeline that will be brought ashore on the west coast. 
The model is set up as follows: 'Che bathymetry of the entire North Sea from Stavanger 

to the Orkney Islands in the north and Dover-Calais in the south is described on an rectan- 
gular finite difference grid with a mesh size of 10 nautical miles. The Skagerak and the Katte- 

gat also are included. The bathymetr)" off the Danish west coast is described on the finest 

grid with a mesh size of 2 km. This grid permits detailed representation of this area (Fig. 7.63). 
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The main grid has to be set up only. once, while the fine grid can be refocused on dif- 
ferent areas of interest. The only dynamic entry data required are water-level variations along 
the open boundaries between Stavanger and the Orkney Islands, and between Dover and 
Calais and the time variation of the atmospheric pressure distribution for the area. The boun- 
dary data is computed from tidal constants, in fact, as a tidal prediction for each grid point 
along the open boundary. 

The changing meteorological conditions are represented in the hydrodynamic equations 
by barometric pressure gradients and wind-stress terms. Meteorological observations are 
available with 3-hour intervals. The isobar map is based, however, mostly on observations on 
land, and only a few ship observations are available. 

In the model, the atmospheric pressure at sea level is specified every 3 hours in each grid 
point with a mesh size of 60 nautical miles, with the same boundaries as the main hydrody- 

namical grid. The actual wind speed is calculated from the geostrophic wind speed. 
The square root formula is based on measurements in the German Bight. Coefficients 

depend on the vertical stability (expressed by the air-sea temperature difference), here cor- 
responding to a neutrally stable atmosphere. The wind direction is found by assuming a 
cross-isobar angle of 15 . 

Using interpolation of the wind components in space and time, a 
wind vector is calculated in each grid point in the main grid and subgrids at each time step. 

Calibration of the finest grid off the Danish coast is incomplete, but the accuracy of the 
model's representation in the finest grid (Scale 3) may be illustrated with results from a simi- 
lar run for the Elbe Estuary. In Fig. 7.64, the computed and recorded tidal variations at a point 
15 nautical miles northwest of Cuxhaven are compared. The location is indicated in Fig. 7.63. 
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Fig. 7.64: Comparison between recorded and computed tide in EIhc Estuary with subdomain in Scale 3; 
data source is the Research Group for the I larhour Extension Neuwerk, I lartthurg 

Note: Location indicated in Fig. 7.63 
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Again, the computed values agree with the recorded values accurately. Current recor- 
dings were made at this location. The computed and recorded currents are compared in Fig. 
7.65. The computed current is a depth-averaged current, whereas the recording is at 0.7 m 
above the seabed in 8m water. When the velocity profile, U, over the vertical is expressed as 
U, =Kx1Y" 

with n=5 or 6, and K some constant, (7.6) a formulation tested in several areas in the North 
Sea, the relation between mean current, U, and U 0.7 is 

U 0.7 = 0.8 U (8.3) 

As shown in Fig. 7.65 this fits accurately for the computed U and recorded U 0.7. 

Fig. 7.65: Comparison of recorded with computed current speed in the Elbe Estuary with sub domain 
in Scale 3; data source is the Research Group for the I larbour Extension 'Neuwerk', I Iamburg 

Note: Location indicated in Fig. 7.63 

'I'Ite effect of the storm of Jan. 2-3,1976, was computed, using the storm field previously 
described. At the open boundaries, the predicted tide for the period and a pressure surge that 
results as an instantaneous response of the sea level to a change in atmospheric pressure are 
given. 

In Fig. 7.66, the computed and recorded water-level variations at Helgoland for this 
period are compared. Note that a storm surge builds up gradually over the initial tidal varia- 
tion. 'Ihe error is less than 20 cm on a 3.5 m surge. 

Fig. 7.67 illustrates the model's ability to resolve the storm surge inside the bays along 
the Danish west coast: An instantaneous picture of the sea surface in the form of isolines is 

compared with recordings at two stations at that moment. 
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Fig. 7.66: Comparison of recorded with computed storm surge of Jan. 2-3,1976, at I Iclgoland with sub 
domain in Scale 2 
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Pig. 7.67: Computed water levels inside a has on the Danish west coast compared with recordings at 
two stations on March 1,1976,15: 00 hours GNI 
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Norih Sca and Balm Sea Model 

The Federal Maritime and I ls"drographic Agency (BSI 1) developed an operational 
model system to calculate currents, water level and dispersion processes. Operational model 
means that the model produces results daily. The description follows closely a paper of the 
BSI I (1992). The model is a predictive one and is based on forecasts of wind and air pressure 
supplied by the German Weather Service in Offenbach. 'I ide prediction, current and water 
levels are computed nightly for periods up to 36 hours. 

The water levels are calculated daily using three nested and interactively coupled grid 
nets. ' towards the German Bight the grid resolution increases. Therefore the interaction be- 
tween the variable coastline (sadden areas, sand banks and island chains) and offshore areas 
can be represented. Grid spacing near coastal areas in the German Bight and the western Bal- 
tic Sea is 1.8 km; in areas further offshore, it is 10 km while elsewhere in the North Sea and 
Baltic Sea it is 20 km. 

In a three dimensional model the following forcing functions were included: wind, air 
pressure over North and Baltic Seas, tides, external surge and water discharge from large ri- 
vers. The model is a valuable tool for the water level and storm surge warning service at the 
BSI 1. It is mainly validated by regular comparison between modelled and measured water le- 

vels. In addition the model is occasionally checked using measured currents and drift expe- 
riments at sea (BSI 1,1992). 

Baltic Sca 

Earlier the one-dimensional model of SVANSSON and Sz, \KON (1975) for the Baltic Sea 
was discussed. Observed and computed surges at several locations for the storm surge event 
of August 15,1964, are compared in Fig. 7.68. 

111 N\ING (1962) numerically simulated the surge of January 3-4,1954, in the Baltic Sea. 
This surge caused maximum elevations of 1.7 m in the western part of the Baltic Sea. The sur- 
face weather chart at 06: 00 GMT on January 5,1954, is given in Fig. 7.69. The distributions 

of the surge heights at two different times are shown in Fig. 7.70 and 7.71. Observed and com- 
puted surges at five locations are compared in Fig. 7.72. Some relevant data on this surge are 
given in Table 7.19. 

WRO B . t. WSKI (1978) used stochastic techniques to simulate the following surges at No- 
wvport (at the Polish coast of the Baltic Sea): January 17,1955, February 15,1962, February 
18,1962, and February 21,1962. Ut. sna. (1934) studied the surges of 1930 and 1931 at the 
Baltic coast of Poland. 

KI. E '1 NNY (1994) modeled long wave oscillation in the Baltic Sea. He used wind data 
from a set of meteorological stations along the Baltic Sea and big Islands. The storm surges 
of December 30-31,1975 and February 17-23,1990 are the basis to compare observed data 

with surface level oscillations obtained from modelling. 
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Fig. 7.68: Observed (solid linc) and computed (broken line) storm surges at various locations along the 
Baltic Sc. (SvANSSON and SZARON, 1975) 
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Fig. 7.69: Simplified surface weather chart at C6: 00 (Gý17") on January 5,1954, for the Baltic Sea area 
(I II NNIN(t, 1962) 

Fig. 7.70: Distribution of storm surge amplitudes (centimeters) in the Baltic Sea at 20: 00 (GAI'L') on 
Januarv 3,1954 (I If NNI ;, 1962) 
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Fig. 7.71: Distribution of storm surge amplitudes (centimeters) in the Baltic Sea at 14: 00 (Guff) 
on January 4,1954 (1 IIENNIN(;, 1962) 
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'table 7.19. Comparison between okervcd and computcd storm surges in the Baltic Sea for the event of 
Jan. 3-4,1954 (111 NNING, 1962) 

Water lc%-cl 
(: augc 

HANKO 

STRANDE - 

Surgc (cm) 

Day Tmc ((; MT) Obscr%-cd Computed 

I )egcrhy 3 8: 00 47 
L. urJsurt 4 C: 00 51 
Kunghnlnufurt 4 8: 00 100 
Ystad 4 5: 00 171 
I (cringsdurf 4I1: 00 195 
S. tllniti 4 11: 00 183 
Kap Arkuna 4 IC: 00 187 
Daffier Ort 4 12: 00 190 
\C anutmindc 4 13: 00 224 
wisntar 4 14: 00 291 
Tracernfindc 4 I5: 00 283 
Gcdscr 4 12: 00 231 
I. anghalligau 4 12: 00 236 
Strande 4 15: 00 239 

I 1111C Of MAXIMUM 

clevation (observed) 

- ý_ 

ýý ý- 
: 

-- 

52 
77 

105 
104 
197 
171 
193 
195 
192 
192 
192 
186 
262 
236 
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7.4 Asia 

RABINO VR: 1I and S n. t)I OVA (1992) produced a catalogue of storm surges for the Rus- 

sian coast of the Sea of Japan. 
Fig. 7.73 shows the locations of the eleven tide gauges whose data have been used to pro- 

duce this catalogue. Actually out of the eleven stations, Krilyon is located in the Okhotsk 
Sea, but close to the Boundary with the Sea of Japan and is influenced by surges from the Sea 

of Japan. 

I"ig. 7.73: 'I*idc gau}; c po, itiun+ (RAI4INlWI(: II and S( ýºa)l. Aý'A, 1992) 
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The residual series (after subtracting predicted tides) Z(t), where t is the time, were used 
to analyse surges. Some simple parameters were chosen to describe each one (Fig. 7.3.2): the 
maximal height of storm surge h,, estimated from mean monthly level Z,,,, and of storm surge 
plus tide, h,,; the corresponding moments t, t,,; duration of surge T, and of its half-height 
T,,,; surge steepness 8=h, / T,, _; the variance 

ý 
n=ý` (7.8) 

where, ti, is the time of the beginning and t, is the end time of the surge; it is supposed that in 
both moments ý(tt, ) = ý(tj = Z, 
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Fig. 7.74: The main parameters of storm surge (KAmNo viCI I and SOKO LAVA, 1992) 

The algorithm of automatic detection of storm surges and calculation of corresponding 
parameters was used to analyse several years of data. Only the sea-level displacements with 
h, > 'lc, = 25 cm were examined. A number was given to every surge, which had a height 
h, > 45 cm at least at one of the 11 stations mentioned above. This numbering system is simi- 
lar to that used for typhoons: the first two numbers represent year, the other two are se- 
quential numbers (e. g., 7803,7911,8001, etc. ) As an example, these parameters for the stron- 
gest surges at Nevelsk for 1979-91 are presented in Table 7.20. 
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'table 7.20: An example of catalogue parameters of several storm surges at Nevclsk (RAISINOVICII and 
SoKUI. ovA, 1992) 

Station Ycar Num- t, (day, h, h,, T. 7 ý, fi I) 
her month, (cm) (cm) (hr) (hr) (cm/hr) (cm=) 

hour) (+t, hr) 

Nceclsk 1979 7901 11.02.17 48.4 84(+2) 49 15 3.22 - 
Nc%"clsk 1979 7902 9.04.18 43.3 85(0) 78 32 1.35 689 
Ncs"clsk 1979 7904 19.08.08 43.7 104(0) 76 43 1.02 408 
Nc%"clsk 1979 7905 20.12.23 48.3 103(-3) 53 28 1.73 858 
Ncs"clsk 1980 8007 13.12.14 36.2 95(0) 75 67 0.69 447 
Ncvclsk 1981 8101 24.08.06 49.2 115(0) 71 24 2.05 465 
Ncs"clsk 1981 8102 24.10.04 62.6 123(0) 70 43 1.46 1177 

It is interesting to compare the parameters of the same surge ford if ferent stations to bet- 
ter understand the peculiarities of surge formation. For example, the surge occurring during 
20-22 ( )ctober 1976 was not noticed at the southern mainland stations I'osyet, Vladivostok, 
and Nakhodka (h, < 25 cm), but was relatively strong on the southwestern coast of Sakhalin 
Island (Table 7.21). 

'Cable 7.21: The storm surges of October 1976 at different coastal stations. t= time relative to t, of 
surge's maximum (RABINOVICI I and SoKOLOVA, 1992) 

Stations t, (day, h, (cm) T,,. S I) 
month, hour) (cm) (+t, hr) (hr) (hr) (cm/hr) (cm=) 

hrils"un 21.10.00 39.9 57(+3) 23 10 3.9 619 
Ncs"clsk 21.10.17 61.5 63(0) 51 24 2.6 1193 
Khulmsk 21.10.16 47.2 50(+2) 46 25 1.9 924 
Uglcl;, )rsk 21.10.12 49.5 73(-3) 51 27 1.9 990 
Dc-Kastri 21.10.01 34.7 89(-3) 51 7 4.9 267 

The processing of tide gauge data makes it possible to obtain statistics of the surges, to 
estimate their seasonal distribution, and to find the most interesting (dangerous) cases. For 
these cases at least, but preferably for all, it is useful to define the parameters of the atmos- 
pheric processes which forced these surges. The following parameters were fixed at the mo- 
ment of surge maxima (Fig. 7.75) the atmospheric pressure in the centre of the cyclone P,,,; 
its velocity V, and direction a, the position of the center relative to the station r, U,; the pres- 
sure P, and in wind W,, d,, at the station The parameters for the surge of 20-22 October 1976 
are presented in Table 7.22. The cross correlation analysis of the parameters from the first (sea 
level) and second (meteorological) groups for the number of storm surges may be an effec- 
tive instrument to look for empirical relations which may be used for a surge forecast. 
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fi};. 7.75: X lctcoroIul; ical parantctcn ui thc. umosphrri: disturh. utrc:. iud ht 
.1 stonn sur}; c 

at tFtc Äf1I\'on station (KARIx(tCH. u and Sunul nýn, I992) 

It is possible also to describe storm surges using regression formulae: 

ý(t) = ao + a, " 11(t) + a_ " r, (t) + a, " r,, (t) (7.9a) 

where, a; are regression coefficients; P (t) = P, (t)-I000; P, (t) is the atmospheric pressure at 
the station in millibars; T, (t) = -0.025 " \V' (t) " sin (4)(t)) and T� (t) = -0.025 " \V2 (t) - cos (4)(t)) 
are zonal and meridional components of wind stress; \V (t) and 4)(t) are wind speed and di- 
rection at the station. In this case, four coefficients characterize every storm surge. The re- 
gression formulae in the form of eq. (7.9a) for the surge of 20-22 October 1976 are given in 
Table 7.22. 
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Table 7.22: The main cyclone and meteorological parameters at the maximum of the surge of October 
1976 (RAItIxuvI<: I I and SoK )I VA, 1992) 

Stations P,,, V, a, U, r, P, \V, Regression Formulae 
ON (kni (deg) (km) (mb) (mb) (m/s) (deg) 

/h) 

Krilyun 980 67 30 60 12 980.7 14 135 (t) = 12.16 - 0.8711(0) - 14.34T, (0) + 2.30i�(0) 
Nc%"clsk 965 41 340 210 726 991.7 19 273 (t) = 5.70 - 1.641'(0) + 18.50T, (0) + 5.22T. (0) 
hhulmsk 965 41 340 210 670 991.0 21 263 (t) = -8.34 - 2.14P(0) + 14.557, (0) + 1.307� (0) 
Uglcgunk 965 52 340 225 326 983.8 21 269 7(t) _ -0.76 - 1.661'(0) + 17.507, (0) + 10.07�(0) 
1)c-hastri 965 79 340 0 780 985.6 7 199 (t) = 13.50 - 0.411)(0) - 13.487, (0) - 6. I0T�(0) 

For a better description of individual storm surges, more precise regression formulae 

may be used: 

5(t) = . l. + . l, ' 11([ 
- 

At, ) + . l. - i, (I - . 
1[2) + 11 -'n (t 

- 
At j (7.9h) 

where, . 
fit are the corresponding time lags. Three additional parameters are necessary to dc- 

termine the surge. 
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7.5 Australia 

Storm surges on the south coast of Australia occur due to extra tropical cyclones 
(ETC's). According to Vl: cc: l no (1980) storm surges at Adelaide comprise of a locally gene- 
rated surge due to the interaction of wind stress with local topography and an external effect 
arising from the passage of winter depressions across the Great Australian Bight. I le cauti- 
ons that the effects may not be totally independent. 

For the positive surge, the local effect contributes about 0.75 m and the external effect 
adds about another 0.5 m. The 0.75 m of the locally generated surge is made up of about 
0.25 m due to the decrease of atmospheric pressure and 0.5 m due to the wind stress. 

Between 1948 and 1977, there were 12 surge events in Adelaide. Strong northwest winds 
prevailing for periods of 24 hours or longer, and associated with deep lows over ocean wa- 
ters, south of the bight, can generate positive surges up to one meter in amplitude. Along the 
Adelaide foreshore, the most destructive storm surge of this type occurs when the wind di- 
rection rapidly shifts from the northwest to a squally southwesterly, the change in wind di- 
rection occurring near the time of maximum tide height. Fig. s 7.76 and 7.77 respectively show 
typical synoptic situations for N%X' and SE winds at Adelaide. 

1-1, 
. 

7.76: ticn, 1, ti chart N\\' ++in, l+ at A, Iclaidr (\'I ý 111o, 198C) 

V1'. ccI110 referred to the external component of the surge. MURTY (1995) studied this 
and showed that surges generated at the southwest coast of Australia propagate eastward 
along the south coast as far as the Bass Strait. Fig. 7.78 shows the tide gauge locations. One 

can see from Fig. 7.79 that the surge is quite coherent as it propagates from I lillarv's to Port 
Stanyac (Adelaide) but is not detectable cast of Adelaide at Portland. The Bass Strait sets up 
its own seiches, which can be clearly seen at Lorne, Stony Point and Burnie. Fig. 7.80 shows 
an event for Nov '94 that is similar to the event of May '94 shown in Fig. 7.79. 
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I-ig. 7J7: S) noptü chart SI. %cind, . tt AdcIaülc (%'I( < Illu. 195ý) 

Australian Baseline Sea Level 
Monitoring Project - Monitoring Sites 
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MAY 1994 
RESIDUALS AT SIX MINUTE INTERVALS FROM SEAFRAME STATIONS 
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Fig. 7.79: Kesiduals at six minute intervals from SEAFRAME stations (in) May 1994 (MuRry, 1995) 
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MAY 1994 
RESIDUALS AT SIX MINUTE INTERVALS FROM SEAFRAME STATIONS 
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7.6 Occanic Regions 

Some oceanic islands are influenced by a type of weather system known as sub-tropical 
cyclones, which are similar to tropical cyclones in terms of having a warm core, but other- 
wise resemble extra-tropical cyclones (I IASIT\RATI I, 1996). SIs1PSoN (1952) coined the word 
"sub-tropical cyclone" which was further elaborated by RAMAGP. (1971). 'I'he subtropical cy- 
clones of the eastern north Pacific during the winter to spring of the Northern I Iemisphere 

are referred to as Kona storms in the Hawaiian Islands. These originate from cut-off lows in 

the upper level subtropical westerlies. 
According to I IASIINRAIII (1996) the centre of the system is between 400 to 600 1 Ipa 

(mid-troposphere) and the pressure gradients, winds and convergence increase from the pe- 
riphery inward. Strong mid-tropospheric convergence is compensated by divergence in the 
upper troposphere and to a lesser extent in the lower layers. RAMMAGI. (1971) proposed a con- 
ceptual model, which includes an upward and a downward branch within about 500 knt from 

the centre, strong upward, motion gives rise to condensation and deep precipitating clouds. 
Beyond about 500 km from the centre, there is downward motion with dry adiabatic war- 
ming extending to the subsidence inversion (I IAti I. NRAT11,1996). 

The relatively warm-cored upper branch is energy producing, while kinetic energy dis- 
sipation within a weak surface circulation is small, thus favouring the longevity of the system. 
Development of an eye similar to tropical systems is common. These subtropical cyclones 
also occur to the southwest of Azores in the Atlantic Ocean. 

Over the northern Indian Ocean, a somewhat different type of a subtropical cyclone can 
occur. These occur during the southwest monsoon (one to two per month) over the north- 
western part of the Arabian Sea and occasionally over the northern part of Bay of Bengal and 
over southern Indochina. According to RAM1A ; I. (1971) the energy exported from the heat 
low over the South Asian continent is responsible fort he origin of these subtropical cyclones. 
In contrast to the winter subtropical cyclones of the Northern Pacific, those in the monsoon 
area do dissipate due to the injection of drier air. 

It is well known that tropical cyclones get transformed into extratropical cyclones. This 

extratropical transition (ET) is complex and highly variable process that is currently poorly 
understood (MAI \u; t, Itir, 1999). According to hint, the occurrence of FT's also portends the 
possibility that a single storm system can impact the tropics, midlatitudes and high latitudes. 
For example, an Atlantic system might track across the Caribbean and the southern part of 
the U. S. A. as a tropical cyclone and can change to an extratropical cyclone that can strike the 
New England, States of U. S. A., Canada and Europe. Some new concepts are (1) Maximum 
Potential Intensity (M PI) of an FT (2) Maximum Potential Extratropical Transition (MPI: T). 
These new concepts could be used to produce real time Damage Potential (1)P) maps. 
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